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PREFACE.

In the following pages it is my object to give con-

cisely, the formulae and data necessary for computing the

proper dimensions, etc., of Heating and Ventilating appli-

ances, with a brief statement of the general principles upon

wliich they are based.

It is not intended as a theoretical work, but as a vade-

mecum or book of reference for those having the neces-

sary theoretical knowledge, and requiring a convenient and

handy book containing the results of theory, relative to the

subject, in a form suited for practical application.

The deductions of European authors, made use of, have

been modified to suit the conditions of our climate, prac-

tice, etc.
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HEATING AND VENTILATION.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

Hot water apparatus, where the temperature in the boiler

does not exceed 212°, should be adopted for buildings occupied

continuously, and where steam from power boilers is not availa-

ble, for instance : Schools, Court rooms, Hospitals and Dwell-

ings ; steam on the other hand, for Churches, Theatres, Pubhc

Halls occupied at intervals, and such other buildings where

steam is used as power and the application of the waste' for

heating purposes is practicable.

The choice of Direct or Indirect radiation, will depend on

the construction of the building, and on the purposes for which

it is intended. It is sometimes impossible to obtain sufficient

space in walls for healing flues ; or it may be objectionable to

supply the radiators in the cellar or basement with air that

might be contaminated by being taken from near the sidewalk

or damp and unclean areas, when it would be an easy matter

to supply direct radiators through openings in window breasts

;

on the other hand, direct radiators in a room may interfere

with the decorations, or it may be difficult to supply the fresh

air. Direct radiation is the most economical, for the reason

that radiant heat is utilized, while in indirect radiation it is

partially lost.



HEATING AND VENTILATION.

DIRECT RADIATION.

In direct radiation, the coils or radiators R, are placed in the

room (if possible on the coldest side) they are intended to warm

;

the fresh air being conveyed to them, through flues F, to the

lowest part of the coils, the flow of air being regulated by a

damper D.

The fresh air is heated by contact witlx the radiators R, the

r r

surrounding walls and solid objects absorbing a certain amount

of radiant heat and again heating the air by contact.

Radiant heat does not heat the air through which it passes,

to any appreciable extent.

The intensity of heat emitted by a plane surface, decreases

with the sine of the angle formed between the direction of the

rays, and the surface at the point of emission ; therefore circular

surfaces are more effectual than plane ones.
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INDIRECT RADIATION.

In indirect radiation, the coils or

radiators are placed in other rooms

than those they are intended to heat,

generally the basement or cellar as at

R, the fresh air being conveyed to

them through flues or ducts F, and

heated by contact, and thence

through flues or ducts F., into the

various rooms ; the quantity of cold

air being regulated by dampers D.

The walls and solid objects in the

rooms are heated by contact with the

wanned air only.

Arrowe show direction of currents.

1*



10 HEATING AND VENTILATION.

VENTILATION.

Ventilation is either natural or mechanical or botli, the first

being by means of openings, such as windows, doors, etc. ; the

second, by means of fans or chimneys, and the third, both

combined, generally for summer ventilation.

MECHANICAL VENTILATION.

Vacuum Movement: Aspirating chimneys exhaust the air from

the rooms, thus creating a partial vacuum for the pure air to

occupy, coming in through the proper openings. The move-

ment of the air in the chimney is produced by heating and

. rarefying the air in it ; the external air, being heavier, tends to

push it up out of the chimney ; the fire or heater should be

at the lowest point of the chimney. Exhaust fans fulfill the

same functions as aspirating chimneys ; they may be located

under the roof, or in the cellar—the foul air from them being

conveyed, through ducts or shafts, away fi-om the building.-

The vacuum movement requires the doors and windows to be

kept closed, during cold weather, so that the fresh air is forced

to pass through the heating coils ; it has the disadvantage of

causing inward draughts through crevices, etc.

Plenum movement : The air is forced in from without by
means of fans, the foul air passing off through outlets in walls

or ceiling. In rooms so ventilated, there is a slight outward

pressure, neutralizing any inward draughts, except through the

proper channels.

Mixed movement: Is a combination of the vacuum and

plenum, and is applicable when one or the other is not of

sufficient power.

CURRENTS.
Currents in ventilated rooms, are either directed upward or

downward ; in the upward direction, the pure air is admitted

at or near the floor, the impure air passing off at or near the
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ceiling. In the do^vnward direction, the pure air is admitted at

or near the ceiling, or through inlets in the walls near the floor,

and the impure air, passing off through the floor, or openings

in the walls near the floor. Public places above 15 ft. high,

where large crowds assemble, should have the upward direction;

smaller rooms, ofiices, dwellings, etc. may be ventilated down-

wards.

The pure air inlets should be equally distributed around the

room, with the outlets for the impure air, in such position, as

to cause the currents to sweep the whole room, being careful

for instance, not to place an outlet directly over an inlet.

In the upward movement, the inlets may be in the floor, in

risers of platforms, in sidesof walls near the floor, in stationary

desks, and in the front of stationary benches, etc., etc., etc. The
outlets may be in the cornice, or ceiling, or side of walls near

the ceiling. This method requires no changes with the sea-

sons— the fresh air, in summer, entering in the same way that it

does in winter, when the coils are heated. In the downward

movement, on the other hand, the fresh air, in summer, may be

admitted at or near the floor, and passed off, at or near the ceil-

ing. Where windows are available, and so placed that cur-

rents pass through the room, no provisions need be made in

either method for summer ventilation except when there is an

object to keep them closed to exclude noise and dirt.

PROPER VELOCITY OF CURRENTS, IN FEET, PER SECOND.
FEET.

When entering at or near the ceiling and descending, 1.8

When entering at or near the ceiling and horizontal, 4.0

(when the openings are not less than 12 ft. above

the floor.).

When entering at or near the floor, maximum 2.0

In ducts, shafts, etc 3 to lo.o

To illustrate the theory of ventilation, let us assume a room

to be filled with colored water, to represent vitiated or foul air,
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and the room to be completely submerged in clear water, to

represent pure or external air. As air and water are subject to

the same laws in regard to flow, it follows':

First: If the room be perfectly tight, there wUl be no ex-

change or mixture between the colored and clear water, and

consequently no ventilation.

Secondly : If openings be provided on sides, top and bottom

of the room, the colored and clear water having the same tem-

perature, no mixture or ventilation will occur, except through

gradual diffusion equally through all openings.

Thirdly : If the clear water be of a higher temperature than

the colored, the colored water will flow out of the lower open-

ings, it being heavier, and the clear water will enter through the

upper openings, filling the room, as the colored water leaves it.

Fourthly : If the clear water be of a lower temperature than

the colored, it will enter through the lower openings, pushing

the colored water, which is lighter, out of the upper openings.

From the above it follows, that : In cold weather, when the

temperature of a room is higher than the external air, the air

should be admitted at the

bottom, and passed off at

the top of a room ; on the

other hand, in warm weath-

er, when the temperature

of the room is lower than

the external air, the pure air

should be admitted at the

top, and passed off at the

bottom, thus. See Fig. 5.

The movement as explain-

ed above, can be reversed

by either the vacuum or plenum methods, when desirable,

but, if possible, the movements caused by artificial means, should

^r warmer

•i, i, -1/ -i/

Ceiling

Soom

mi

Foul Air
FlAi

Y -!• i i

Flg.5

Arrows show direction of currents.

TITT
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coincide with and assist those effected by nature (gravity), it

being certainly more economical, when perfect ventilation is

required.

VACUUM MOVEMENT.

Fig. 6 represents a section through a building showing the

application of different kinds of heating and ventilation.

Fig.6

A section through a building. Arrows show direction of currents.

{Direct radiation, ) Currents ( Indirect radiation, )

currents downward. J
upward. ( currents downward. \

Reference :

—

A, fi-esh air duct.

B, direct radiators.

C, indirect "

D, coils in ridge for assisting ventilation by rarefying the air

at the outlet of ventilating flues.
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Fig. 7 is a section through a building having an aspirating

and a supply shaft.

Fig.7

Arrows show direction of currents.

Ventilation: Vacuum movement ; Heating: Indirect radiation

;

Currents : Upward direction.

Reference :

—

A," fresh air supply shaft.

B, duct conveying fresh air to coils.

C, coils.

D, duct conveying foul air to chimney.

E, fire and grate.

F, aspirating chimney.
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PLENUM MOVEMENT,.
Fig. 8 is a section through a building showing the arrange-

ment of supply shaft, fen, radiator or coil, and ridge Tcnti-

lation.

-Arrows show jdirection of currents.

Ventilation: Plenum movement ; Heating: Indirect radiation;

Currents : Upward direction.

Reference :

—

A, is the fresh air supply shaft.

B, duct leading to fan.

C, the fan.

D, duct leading from fan to coUg.

E, heating coils under the room.

F, flues transmitting the heated air to room.

G, room.

H, outlets in ceiling.

K, coils in roof ventilator, to prevent the cold air from, coming

in.
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Loss OF HEAT in ventilated rooms is caused by :—

I St. Units of heat required to warm the air passing

through the room,

zd. Units of heat absorbed by surrounding walls.

3d. Units of heat absorbed by ceiling.

4th. Units of heat absorbed by floor.

Sth. Units of heat absorbed by windows.

Sources of heat in rooms are :

—

I St. Units of heat generated by the occupants.

zd. Units of heat generated by the gas-Ughts, oil lamps

and candles.

3d. Units of heat generated by the heating apparatus.

It has been found by experience, that an adult man requires

hourly, for respiration and transpiration, Z15 cubic feet of at-

mospheric air, or 215x0.077 = 16.5 lbs., and generates about

290 units of heat, of which 99 units are dissipated in the forma-

tion of vapor, leaving 191 units to be dissipated by radiation to

the surrounding objects, and by contact with colder air.

The quantity of air required, and the heat generated by gas

lights, can be estimated with sufficient approximation for prac-

tical purposes. The specific gravity of gas, is about }4 tliat of

atmospheric air, or 0.038 lbs. per cubic foot, and requires for

complete combustion, 0.038x17 =0.65 lbs. of air, or ^

0.077

= 8.44 cubic ft. Each cubic foot of gas burned emits about 600

units of heat.

An oil lamp with a moderately good wick, consumes about

154 grains per hour — 35 lamps per pound. Each lb. of oil

demands 150 cubic ft. of air for complete combustion and gen-

erates about 16,000 units of heat, or 460 per lamp. Candles,

6 to the lb. may be reckoned the same as a lamp consuming

oil, each candle burning about 170 grains per hour.
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These data tabulated, give in round numbers

;

An adult man vitiates per hour 215 cubic ft.

Every cubic foot of gas burned 8.5 " "

Every lb. of oil burned 150 " "

Every lb. of candles, 6 to a lb. 160 " "

Units of heat generated by an adult, per hour 191.

Units of heat generated by one cubic ft. of gas 600.

Units of heat generated by one lb. of oil or

candles iS>°°° ^° 18,000,

An average gas burner consumes

about 4 feet of gas per hour

= 600X4 = 2,400 per burner 2400 units per hour.

Each flame from an oil lamp 430 to 5 1 5 " "

Each candle 454 to 545 " <•

1*9



VENTILATION.

AIR SUPPLY.

Atrtitiaied:—The following are some of the vitiating causes:

ist. Respiration and transpiration of human beings.

2d. Respiration and transpiration of animals.

3d. Burning of candles, oil lamps and gas-lights.

4th. Operations generating smoke.

5th. Operations generating dust and its disturbance.

6th. Mechanical and chemical processes generating

steam and gases.

An adult man, under ordinary circumstances, requires for

respiration and transpiration, 215 cubic ft. per hour, to be mul-

tiplied by a factor so that the per cent, of vitiation shall not ex-

ceed certain limits.

Every cubic foot of gas consumed, requires for complete

combustion, and that the air remains pure, 1,800 cubic ft. per

hour.

Every pound of oil or candles consumed, 18,000 cubic ft. of air

per hour, or ten times as much as gas.

Air supply

:

—The following formulae will demonstrate the

necessity of a greater supply of pure air than is vitiated by an

adult per hour, so that the percentage of vitiation will not ex-

ceed certain limits.
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Let V = Volume of fresh air in cubic ft. tobe supplied per hour.

V = Volume of air vitiated per hour = 215 cubic ft. per

adult.

p = Per cent, of vitiation admissible.

C = Cubic contents of room to be ventilated.

V, = Volume of pure air in room after a time, t.

v, = Volume of vitiated air in room after a time, t.

After a time, t, V and v, approach certain values, V, and

V V
X> that is: V.= C and v^= C rrrr-—• Should, for in-

V "j~ V V "T"V

stance, only so much air be supplied as is vitiated, that is,

C CV= V, then will V^= — and v^ = — ; in words, after a time,
2 2

t, half of the volume would be pure and half vitiated; this

proves that it is not sufficient to supply just so much air as

is vitiated, because a room, in a healthful condition, must not

contain more than from 5 to 15 per cent, of vitiated air;

therefore

:

^ = i=yh' V»=Cp;C=:^;and

Vi— p I—

p

V V ,—= -; V = v ; v = ; p = -—-— ; hence
V p p I—pV + v

when p = 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 ' 0.07 0.08

V will be 49 33 24 19 16 13 12

0.09 o.io o.ii 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.15

10 9 8 7 6.7 6 5.6

times v respectively; consequently, a room, to contain not

more than from 15 to 2 per cent, of vitiated air, must be sup-
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plied with from 5.6 to 49 times more fresh air than is vitiated,

plus the quantity required for illuminating purposes.

The following are some values for p, when v = 215 cubic ft.

per hour

:

Barracks and Dwellings, p = 0.15 by day; p = o.io by night.

Workshops p = o. 10

Prisons p = o.io

Theatres p = o.io

Schools p = 0.15

Hospitals p = 0.07 by day and night.

" p = 0.05 during hours of dressing.

" p = 0.04 during epidemics.

Example :—A hall, 40 x 40 x 20=32,000 cubic ft., having 30
occupants, and illuminated by thirty gas lights, each consuming

4 cubic ft. of gas per hour, how much pure air must be supplied

per hour so that the limit of vitiation shall not exceed o.io per

cent. ?

V = 215X30 = 6450

V = V = 6450 = 6450 X 9 = 58050 cubic It.

for the occupants, and

for illumination per hour 1800x30X4 = 216000 cubic ft.

Total, per hour ' 274050 cubic ft.

274050
The air in the hall changing ——^^ = 8. 56 times per

32000

hour, and the inlet areas required, for a velocity of 1.5 ft. per

274050 274050 .

second = '\ ^^ , = '^ ^ = 50.7 sq. ft.

1.5X60X60 5400
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Carhonk acid

:

—The per cent, of carbonic acid contained in

the air of a room, should be as near to that contained in air of

normal condition, viz., 0.04 per cent., as can be practically-

obtained by means of ventilation; it should not exceed 0.06 per

cent., for rooms continually occupied; when it reaches 0.09 per

cent., the air becomes disagreeable to the senses.

To compute the per cent, of carbonic acid in the air of a room

supplied with fresh air as per foregoing formulas.

Let Pi = Per cent, of carbonic acid in the room, with continu-

ous ventilation,

p, = Per cent, of carbonic acid in normal air =: 0.04.

c = Carbonic acid given out by an adult man per hour

i= 0.6 cubic ft.

q = Volume of air in cubic ft. per man, per hour.

Then will : q = — loo ; and p, =— (c—p^) +Pa,
Pi Pa 1

Example :

—

p = o.io; q = 215X9 — 193s;

100 , . . , 100X0.56
p, = (0.6—0.04) +0.04= ^ +0-04 = o.o68g, a

1935 ^935

little more than the standard of 0.06 per cent. To reduce

0.6—0.04
it to 0.06 per cent., q would have to equal—;: 100*^

0.06—0.04

= --^ 100= 2800 cubic ft. per hour, per man.
0.0a
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FLOW OF AIR IN ASPIRATING CHIMNEYS OR

VENTILATING SHAFTS.

Fig.9

Reference :—See Fig. 9.

h =; Height of chimney= h,+h,.

1= Total length of ducts= h+h,+l,+l^

f= Coefficient of friction in ducts, etc.

f,= " "in elbows, etc.

g= Accelerated gravity= 32.166 ft.

e= Expansion of air per 1° temp.= 0.00208.

A= Sectional area of duct, etc.

p= Periphery of area.

u= Units of heat in i lb. of coal on grate A.

%= Per cent, of loss by radiation through walls of chimney.

k= Number of lbs. of coal used per hour.

s= Specific heat of air= 0.238.

U = Units of heat per hour in chimney.

W= Weight of air in lbs. carried off per hour.
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V= Volume of air passing through chimney per hour.

w= Weight of a cubic ft. of air of the internal temp., t,,

V= Velocity of air in ft. per second in ducts,

t= External temperature,

t,= Internal temperature in room.

t3= " " in chimney,

tj= Increase of temperature in chimney, by fire, etc

U= u%k; t3 = ^; W=Vwj k =^J t, = t,+t.;

VV = 3600AV ; A =
3600V

u, generally for coal = 6000.

% = 0.90.

COEFFICIENTS OF FRICTION.

0.217
f= 0.024 ; or — ; for rough flues f= 0.05.

V V

Air passing from a smaller to a larger flue, through an

opening in a wall, Fig. 10.
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Fig.lO

HEATING AND VE^a1I.ATI0N.

A, A,, A^, = areas of flues, etc.; a = 0.60.

WhenA>A.,f.= {^-x}:

when A, =' A^ < A, f, = < 1 ? •

Air passing from a larger to a smaller flue, Fig. 11.

» Fig.ii f, = < —^j~ °-444 j s^y °' so-

Air passing through a wall or plate. Fig. 12.

Fig.l2
f. = 0.50.

Square Elbow, Fig. 13. Circular Elbow, Fig. 14.

Fig.13

f, = 1.50.
fi = 0.50.
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FLOW OF AIR IN ASPIHATING CHIMNEYS OR VEN-

TILATING SHAFTS.

Example :—See Fig. 9. Shaft and ducts square.

Let u = 6000 X o.go ^ 5400.

s ^ 0.238.

h= 150 ft.

h, = 100 ft.

/..= SXS = 25 sq.ft.

1 = h + hj + 1, + Ij = 150 + 100 + 10 + 10 = 270 ft.

t = 50°.

t, = 70°.

tj = 90° = tj + t, = 20° + 70°.

f= 0.05 for brick flues,

f, for two square elbows = i.sx 2 = 3.0.

5x4 ^

-V-1
e(t,-t) 2gh

+"
.+rl+«

=V
0.00208(90— 50) 2 X 32.166 X 150

1+ 0.00208 X f,o 270
1 + 0.05— +3

/0.08320X96S0 /802.88
/

=v 1.^04x6.7 = V~7:r " V'°^-s

= 10.4 ft. per second,

V = Av 3600 = 25X 10.4X3600 = 936000 cubic ft. per

hour.

W = Vw = 936000X0.075 = 70200 lbs.

20X0.238X70200 ^ ,, r 1 1k = = 02 lbs. of coal per hour.
5400
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FANS.

FOR VACUUM OR PLENUM MOVEMENT, ACCORDING

TO RITTINGER.

"" Fig.15

Reference:—See Fig. 15.

V = Volume of air delivered in cubic ft. per second.

h = Height manometer, in duct, in feet
;
generally 0.05 to

0.6 feet,

c = Velocity of the air entering the fan.

Ci = Velocity of the air leaving the fan.

r = Outer radius of vanes,

r, = Inner radius of vanes,

r^ = Radius of inlet.

1 = Radius for the curve of vanes. -

b = Width of vanes,

a = Height of outlet,

a, = Distance from vertical radius to point e,.
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n = Number of revolutions per minute.

z° = Angle between radius and initial line of vane,

Hp = Horse power required.

When there is only one inlet, When there are two inlets,

r^ = ^1 ; ^s = -J— -

;

^ C7t V 2c;r

b= ^
;

b= -;
2r,' r.'

V
2;rr,c

r, = r^ to 2r,;

r~— r '* nr
1 = ^— , in which the tangent z° = 0.1047 —' describes

2ri si/i. z° c

a curve from the point e, to the inner peripliery of vanes.

a = — , in which c. = W < - c
| +0.01 1 n' r=

;

a. =0.159 a;

The % of effect is generally 60, therefore

62.1; 100
Hp = --^ — Vh = o.28Vh.

55° 40

The shell of this fan has the form of an archimedean spiral,

beginning at point e.

Tlie number ot vanes = lorj, generally 4 to 6.

c = 10 to 40 ft. per second.

Example :—How many horse power are required to deliver

260 cubic ft. of air per aaiinute, when h = o.i ?

Hp = o.2SVh = 0.28x260X0.1 = 7.28, requiring about

7.28x8 = 58.24 lbs. of coal per hour.
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FANS.

FOR VACUTJM OR PLENUM M0"V:EMENT, ACCORDING

TO COMBES.

Reference:—See Fig. i6.

A = Sectional area of air current, as it leaves the fan,

Aj = Sectional area of air current, as it enters the fan.

V = Volume of air delivered in cubit ft. per second,

theoretical quantity.

V, =: Volume of air delivered in cubic ft. per second,

actual quantity passing through the duct,

b = Width of fan, outside.

b, = Width of fan, inside.

c = Velocity of air entering the fan, theoretical.

c, = Velocity of air leaving the fan, theoretical.
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Cj = Velocity of air leaving the fan, actual.

d = Outer diameter of fan.

d, = Inner diameter of fan.

Column of air 281^-?
e = -^, = ^ = 829.

Column of water 33-95

g = Force of gravity = 32.166 ft.

h = Height of manometer, from 0.025 to 0.2 ft.

k = Per cent of effect, from 20 to 30.

1 = Radius for vanes = ^d to §d.

n = Number of revolutions per second, from i to 2.

r = Outer radius of vanes.

rj = Inner radius of vanes.

V = Velocity of periphery of vanes.

z° and z° = Angles between tangents and initial line of vanes.

Hp = Horse power required.

V,
c = -/zghe approx. = -- =v, generally from 6 to 30 ft.

A,

c"
h = — : V = dnar : A = db;r sin z° :

2ge

A, = dib^Tt sin. z°

;

r, b, c _ V, 100
_

'
~~

r b sin. z" ' ~ Ac, k '

V, = V— =nAc.— ; V = nAc, = V,^;
100 100 k

62.sVh 62.5Vjh 100 ^„Hp =—5— =—i-J_ X -y- = o.ii3Vh
55° .55° k

= o.ii3V.h—

;

bA'f=bd;r; b = b,j; b, =b-^; d = d,^'; di = dg-;

z° = Generally from 40° to 60.°

Number of vanes, i.5r„ generally from 6 to r6.
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Example :—See Fig. i6.

Required the volume of air delivered by a fan of the follow-

ing dimensions :—Per cent, of effect, k = 25.

d = 16 ft. ; r = 8 ft. ; r, = 5 ft. j b = 1.25 ft. ; b, = 2.25 ft.

z" = sin. 47° := 0.73.

h = 0.025 ft ; 1=10 ft. ; number of vanes 16 ; and n = 2

= 120 per minute.

c= Vzxsa. 166X0.025x829 =36.6.

5 2.2c; ^6.6
c. = 5 X — - X -- - = 56.4.

8 1.25 0.73 ^

A = 16 X 1.25 X 3.1416 X 0.73= 45.86.

V = 2X4S-86X56-4 = 5i75- V, = Si7S^ = I293-75-

Hp = ^-^ -5 -— 14.7, allowing 8 lbs. of coal per

horse power = 14.7 X 8 = 1 17.6 pounds per hour.

NoTia : Tlie seotional aiea of duot leading train the fan, aliould not be less

tlian A.
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES,

Unit of heat:—Is a standard term for measuring the amount

of heat absorbed or emitted during any operation ; in the

United States and Great Britain, it is the amount of heat neces-

sary to raise the temperature of i lb. of water i° Fahrenheit.

Thus, to heat s° lbs. of water i° would require =50 X i

= 50 units, or if it were required to heat 50 lbs. 20° it would be

50X20X I = 1,000 units.

Specific heat

:

—Is the capacity of a body for heat ; it is the

number of units of heat necessary to raise the temperature of

the body, 1° Fahrenheit. See table.

Transmission of heat

:

—
I St. By radiation; that is, the heated body giving out its heat

in rays.

2d. By convection, the heat being conveyed from the heated

body through flues.

3d. By conduction, the heat passing from a heated body to a

colder one, when in contact.

Loss of heat, or cooling of bodies.—'"Qo^x^^ are cooled ;

ist. By radiation.

2d. By contact, (with cold air. or a colder body).

3d. By conduction.
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Let T and T, = Temp, of air in room, see Fig.

t, t„ tj and t, = Temp, of surfaces of walls.

H, be the heated body.

L, = Loss of heat by radiation.

L^ = Loss of heat by contact.

L3 = Loss of heat by conduction.

17-

H will lose

:

ist. By radiation (L^), when T = T, = t, = t, > t = t,

;

2d. By contact (L^), when t = t, = t^ = tj > T = T,

;

3d. By conduction (L3), when T, = t, = tj > T = t = t,;

4th. By radiation, contact and conduction (Li+L^+Lj),.

when t, > T = T, =: t, = t = t,.

Loss of heat by radiation :—Radiation is not affected by the

form of the body, nor by the distance of the absorbing body

;

it possesses the property of passing through moderate thick-

ness of air or gases without heating them or losing any of its

heat, to any appreciable extent. Air and gases can, under

ordinary circumstances, be heated by contact only.

Reference :

—

L, = Units of heat absorbed or emitted per square ft. per hour^

by radiation.

r = Factor for loss of heat by radiation, from experiments of

Peclet. See table.
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I = Temp, in Fahr. of the radiating body.

t, = Temp, in Fahr. of the absorbing body.

L, = 22sr (1.0043'"^''— 1.0043*'"'°).

For small differences between t and t, say 30°, when tj = 60°

to 70°.

L, = r (t — tJ, will be sufficiently accurate for all practical

purposes.

VALUES OF r;

Being the radiating and absorbing power of bodies, in units

of heat per square ft., for a difference of 1° Fahrenheit, from the

experiments of Peclet

:

r =
Silver, silvered Copper 0.02657

Copper 0.03270

Tin 0.04395

Zinc and Brass, polished 0.04906

Iron, tinned 0.08585
" sheet 0.09200
" ordinary 0.56620
*' cast, new 0.64800

" sheet and cast, rusted 0.68680

Lead, sheet 0.13286

Glass 0.59480

Chalk 0.67860

Wood sawdust, fine 0.72150

Building stones. Plaster, Wood, Brick 0.73580

Sand, fine 0.74000

Calico 0.74610

Woolen stuffs 0.75220

Silk stuffs. Oil paint 0.75830

Paper '. 0.77060

Lampblack 0.81960

Water 1.08530

Oil 1.48000

2*
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Loss of heat by contact with air:—The heat absorbed from

a body by contact with cold air, is not influenced by the nature

of the surface, all materials losing the same amount, under sim-

ilar conditions of temperature ; nor does the form of the body

affect the result materially, as was formerly supposed (see Gras-

hof, " Theoretische Maschinenlehre," 1875); the loss varies only

with the more or less disturbed condition of the air in contact,

which is expressed by the factor y= 4, for quiet air, and for

more rapidly moving air, as continually renewed air in room,

y = s-

Reference :

—

Lj = Loss of heat by contact, per sq. ft. per hour.

t = Temperature of the heated body.

T = Temperature of the air in contact (average).

y = Factor = 4, for quiet air; =: 5, for moving air.

L, = o.o9824y(t - T)'-'^^-

For small differences between t, and T, say 30°, when T = 60°'

to 70°, L3 = 0.09824 s(t — T) will be sufficiently accurate for

all practical purposes.

Loss of heat by conduction :—A wall separates two rooms,

A and B; A, having a temperature of 70°, and B, 40°, there

will then be a certain amount of heat transmitted through

the wall, from A to B; the amount transmitted varying with

the material of which the wall is built, and its thickness, for

similar conditions of temperature of the surfaces.

Reference :

—

Let L, = Loss of heat by conduction per sq. ft. per hour.

t ^= Temperature of heated surface,

t, = Temperature of cold surface,

e = Thickness of body between t and t,.

c = Conducting power of the material, being the quanti-

ty of heat transmitted, by a plate, i inch thick, the
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difference of temperature between the two surfaces,

t — t, = 1° Fahrenheit, in units of heat, per square

foot per hour. See table, page 37.

L3=^(t-g.

Loss of heat through walls and windows, per square foot

per hour.

Reference :

—

c = Conducting power of material, as per table, page 37.

e = Thickness of wall or plate, in inches.

r = Radiating power of the material, see table, page 33.

\ = Loss by contact of air, for a difference of 1°, see

L=, page 34.

q = r + 1,

T = Temperature of internal air (in room).

T, = Temperature of external air.

Tj = Temperature of internal air in adjoining room,

t = Temperature of internal surface of wall,

tj = Temperature of external surface of wall.

t, and tj = Temperature of surfaces of wall, next to adjoining

room,

t, = Temperature of glass in windows, etc.

U = Total units of heat lost per hour, per sq. ft.

W = Walls or windows.

Xoss of heat through floors

:

—When the floor is exposed to

the external air, the loss of heat will be by conduction only, and

the formulas for loss of heat ihrough walls will apply, but when
not so exposed this loss will be null.

Loss of heat through ceilings

:

—^When the ceiling is compos-

ed of brick arches, concrete, or joists lathed and plastered, and

covered by a roof, the loss will be null ; but when the roof forms

the ceiling, and is either of brick, concrete, slate, tin, glass, etc..
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the loss will be considerable by conduction, the same formulas

applying as for walls, etc.

Loss of heat through walls and windows

:

—When all sides-

of the building are exposed, Fig. i8.

q(el,T+cTJ+l3cT.
t =

tx =

c(2l,+r)+el,q '

ct+qeT,
_

c+qe '

U = l.(T-t) =^^^= q(t.-T.>

_ q(t-T,) Ucq(T-TJ

i+q£
c(2l,+r)+el,q

When one side only of the building is exposed, Fig. 19.

-S. w When t, = T,

t = t,-H, t.=:T.+^;

U^
'('-?--.) _ c(t-t.)

.

e e

i+q-

_r(t,-t)e
For wall W„ i^ = ^^:i^L:^x^- T, = l^Z^+t,.

Loss of heat through glass (windows, etc.)

:

—Windows, etc.,

of thin glass, not more than ^ inch thick.

When T = t = t„ When T> t„

t. = T+T,

U = q(T-tJ.

(T-t)l.

_ q
ft+T,

U=l.(T-t,)+r(t-tJ.
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When all sides are glass (conservatories).

When T>t,

, ^ (UT)+(l.+r)T.

2l,+r ' ^-M^ ^4h

CONDUCTING POWER OF MATERIALS.

Value c, being the units of heat transmitted per hour per

square foot of a plate i inch thick, the two surfaces differing

in temp. i°.

Copper 515

Iron 233

Zinc 225

Lead 113

Marble, gray, fine

grained 28

Marble, white, coarse

grained • 22.400

Stone, calcareous, fine, 16.700

" " ordi-

nary 13.680

Glass 6.600

Brick-work, baked clay 4.830

Plaster, ordinary 3.860

Oak, perpendicular to

fibres 1.700

Walnut, perpendicular

to fibres 0.830

Pine, perpendicular to

fibres 0.748

For double windows, when the gjass is not less tlian 2 inches

apart, c = 3.6.

Stagnant air, c =0.3.

c =
Pine, parallel to fibres . . 1.370'

Walnut, parallel to fibres. i.4oo>

Gutta percha 1-380

India rubber 1.370'

Brick dust, sifted i-sso-

Coke, pulverized 1.290

Cork 1-150

Chalk, in powder 0.869

Charcoal of wood, pow-

dered 0.636

Straw, chopped 0.563
Coal, small sifted o-547

Wood ashes 0.531

Mahogany dust 0-523

Canvas of hemp, new ..0.41S

Calico, new 0.402

Writing paper, white . . . 0.346

Cotton, or sheep's wool. 0.323

Eiderdown 0.314

Blotting paper, gray 0.274
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UNITS OF HEAT EMITTED OR ABSORBED PER SQUARE

FOOT PER HOUR.

VALUES OF (t -
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Loss of hedt by the incomingfresh air

:

—In ventilated rooms,

where a certain amount of fresh air is suppHed, and impure air

displaced, the heat necessary to raise the fresh air to a given

temperature in the room, equals a certain loss per hour.

Reference :

—

Let U = Units of heat necessary to warm the fresh air.

T— Temperature of the internal air, generally 70°.

T, = Temperature of the external air, see table.

Q = Cubic contents of room, in feet.

n = Number of times that Q is to be renewed per hour.

w = Weight of a cubic foot of air, at the temp, of T,. (»- "Hl^

s = Specific heat of air, see table, page 42.

U = Qnws (T - T.).

HOT WATER PIPES.

Heated body of cast iron, r = 0.648.

UNITS OF HEAT, U, EMITTED OR ABSORBED, PER SQUARE FOOT PER HOUR.

---&
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T ( '—32 tl—32.\
L. = 22sr(,i.oo43 —1.0043 )

L, = o.o9824y(t-T)"'''"'

Units of heat u„ emitted per lineal foot of pipe per hour.

Let d =: Diameter of pipe in ft.

u, = ud3.i4i6.

STEAM PIPES.

Heated body of cast iron, r = 0.648.

XTMrTS OF HEAT, U,EMmVED OS. ABSORBED, PER SQUARE FOOT PER HOUR.

tl >\
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Units of heat required, per sq. ft. per hour, of heating

surface, to heat i cubic foot of air, at different temperatures.

Reference :

—

T = Temperature of air in room.

T, = Temperature of external air.

s = Specific heat of air = 0.238.

w = Weight of a cubic ft. of air at Tj.

u, = Units of heat required, per sq. ft. of heating surface

per hour,

u = Units of heat per sq. ft. of surface, per table, p. 39 40.

u,= ws(T-T.);
u

q = Cubic ft. of air heated from T, to T, per sq. ft. of

heating surface.

%^
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SPECIFIC HEAT OF SOLID, LIQUID, AND GASEOUS
BODIES.

Number of units of heat necessary to heat

one pourld of the body z° Fahr.

Iron, wrought o.i 138
" cast 0.1298

Copper 0-09SI

Tin 0.0569

Zinc 0.0955

Brass °-°939

Lead 0.03 14
Mercury 0.0333

Gold 0.0324

Silver o-oS7o

Platina 0.0324

Bismuth 0.0308

Glass °'i977

Marble, white 0.2158

Chalk, white 0.2148

Burnt Clay, white 0.1850

Coal 0.2777

Sulphur 0.2026

Spermaceti 0.3200

Wood, pine 0.6500

Wood, birch 0.4800

Beeswax 0.4500

Ice 0.5040

Water i.oooo

Olive oil 0.3096

Alcohol 0.6220

Oil of Temperature. .

.

0.4720

Gases under a constant pressure of 30 inches

mercury.

Oxygen .. 0.2182

Hydrogen 3.4046

Nitrogen 0.2440

Carbonic Acid 0.2164

Sulphuretted Hydro-

gen 0.2423

Vapor of water o-475o

Air 0.2380

WEIGHT AND VOLUME OF WATER OF DIFFERENT
TEMPERATURES.

' Reference :

—

V = Volume of water of temp. T, that at 39° being unit.

T = Temperature of water.

w = Weight of a cubic ft. of temp. T.

W= Weight of a cubic ft. at 39°

V = i +
(T-39r

2O000Oo[o.23+ 0.O007(T— 39)]

'

w =-W
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W= Weight per cubic ft. at 53° = 0.0807.

w = Weight per cubic ft. at T.

W

Example :

—

V = 20 cubic ft. of air at 40° = t, is to be heated to

80° ^ T ; what is the volume V ?

V = 20 ^ —^-^4- ^\ = 21.660 cubic ft. (the answer).

Note.—In the following table V=i, andt= 32°.

VOLUME AND WEIGHT OF DRY AIR.

r
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HEATING WITH HOT WATER.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

In a hot water apparatus, the temperature of the water in

the boiler never exceeds 212°, the mean temperature in the

heating pipes being from 150 to 200°; the temperature in pipes

is increased or diaiinished by stop cocks, for controlling the

velocity or volume of water passing through the pipes in a giv-

en time.

Air vents or cocks must be provided, as water evolves air

when its temperature rises to the boiling point. The air col-

lects at the highest points of the apparatus, and at places where

the horizontal flow pipe dips, and where the risers in the re-

turn pipe connect with the horizontal, for instance at points

a, in Fig. 20.

The higher the ascending and descending pipes, or the

.greater the difference between their temperature, the more rapid

will be the circulation.

To increase the difference of temperature between the as-

cending and descending pipes, either increase the quantity of

pipe, so that the water will flow a greater distance, or decrease

the diameter, so that they will part with more heat. The

specific gravity in pipe h (Fig. 21), must be greater than in pipe

hj, to produce circulation ; the greater amount of cooling should
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Flow pipe

Hetiirn pipe
Fig.21

take place in the coils above the dotted line a, or bottom of

boiler. (See Fig. 21.)

The hot water should rise to the highest point in the most

direct way, so that the pipes give out

the heat in returning to the boiler

;

otherwise a reversal of the circula-

tion might occur.

All closed boilers must be pro-

vided with a supply cistern, located

above the highest point of the ap-

paratus; it should be proportioned

to contain about -j-q of the whole

quantity of water in the pipes and

boiler.

The pressure in the boiler and pipes increases only with

the height of cistern above the boiler or lowest pipe.

The pipe from cistern should lead to the bottom of boiler, or

into the return pipe, and bent in the shape of a syphon, see

Fig. 20, to prevent the escape of heat or vapor from the

boiler.

The effect is the same, whether there are more flow than

return-pipes, or vice versa ; each range will act separately, hav-

ing a velocity of circulation peculiar to itself; they may return

to the boiler separately, or united in a main pipe.

Horizontal leading pipes should be larger in proportion to

the branch pipes than vertical leading pipes, because the flow

of hot water is more rapid in vertical than in horizontal pipes.

Vertical leading pipes, running through several stories, should

decrease in diameter as they ascend, or be supplied with cocks

to equalize the flow ; the hot water tending to rise to the highest,

leaving the pipes in lower stories comparatively cold.

When coils are somewhat distant from each other, the con-

necting pipe should be smaller than the pipes in coils.

Pipes must be kept scrupulously clean and free from shavings,

dirt, etc., or circulation will be retarded.
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Expansion and contraction in the pipes must be provided

for.

The advantages of hot water over steam are : less cost of fuel

;

no danger of explosion ; requires less repairs ; the temperature

in pipes is maintained 6 to 8 times longer than in steam pipes,

after the fire is extinguished ; and another great advantage is,

that the temperature in the pipes can be increasedor dimished,

by reducing the flow of the hot water.

DIAMETER OF PIPES— BORE.

Connection Pipes to Coils.

UPPER STORY OF A DOILDING, DIRECT RADIATION.

COIL SURFACE.
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The return-pipes to a coil or series of coils must have the

same diameter as the respective flow-pipes j for example see

Fig. 2 3.

Reference:—Fig. 22.

a = Flow connection pipes, i in. diam.

b = Return connection pipes, i in. diam.

c = Flow branch pipe, i y^. in. diam.

d = Return branch pipe, i y^ in. diam.

e = Flow main pipe, 2 in. diam.

f = Return main pipe, 2 in. diam.

g = Coils.

Pipes in Coils.—The diameter of pipes in coils should be :

When coil is in contact with the incoming air, which is in-

tended to be warmed, the diameter should not be less than 2^
inches ; when the coil is a direct radiator, not in contact with

cold air, the diameter should not be less than 1 1^ inch.

FLOW OF HOT WATER IN PIPES.

The circulation of water in pipes of a hot water apparatus is

caused by the difference in weight of two columns of water,

connected at top and bottom, see Fig. 23 ; one column being
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continually heated, and the water expanded, thereby produc-

ing a difference in weight, and in consequence a circulation.

The velocity increases with the temperature in the rising

column, and the loss of temperature in the return column ; it is

reduced by the friction in the pipes and elbows.

The friction in pipes decreases with the velocity, and, in a less

degree, with the increase in diameter of the pipes ; it also de-

creases with the temperature of the water, up to certain limits

;

this, however, is not considered in the following

:

Let Fig. 23 represent a boiler with main circulating pipes.

f" [-----| Cistern

Reference ;—(All dimensions in ft. and lbs.) See Fig. 23.

Let H = Effective head of water, producing motion.

H, = Height of water above lowest point of return pipe.

t ==Temp. of water in boiler = 210°.

t, = Temp, of water as it returns to boiler.

. t-ft,
tj = Average temp, of water m pipes =

T = Temp, of air in contact with pipes,

w = Weight of water at the temp. t.

w, = Weight of water at the temp. t^.

Q = Quantity of water to be moved, per second.

3
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q = Contents of one lineal foot of pipe,

u, = Units of heat given out by the pipe per lineal foot,

per hour.

1 ^ Length of pipe.

A = Sectional area of pipe,

d = Diameter of pipe,

f =: Friction in straight run of pipe,

f, = Friction in elbows.

V = Velocity of water in pipe in ft. per second,

g := Accelerated gravity =: 32.166 ft. per second,

u = Units ofheat given out per sq. ft. per hour, as per table,

page 39.

n = Number of elbows.

w, = Weight of water at temp, t^

H=«.-^=!-+--+4Hi^ H.=-
w'

I—
w.

V2gh _Q_4Q_^^,^^Q_ u,i
.

:i ^~vtd' '
^^

d' qw.(t,-T)'
7i+nf.+f^

Q=^v = o.78s4d°v;
4

u, = ud3.i4i6;

q = 0.7854 d=;

A=o.78s4d'';

t,= 2t,-t;

f = O.OI439H—-=
Vv
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FRICTION IN ELBOWS OR COITOECTIONS.

IV.

f, = 0.984.

f, = 0.984.

III.

Fig.26

f. = 1.968.

f. = i-4SS-

i 1
VI.

f, = o.i3i+ i.847{^}j

d
a =—

2

When r = 2a, f, =0.294.

When r = loa, f, =0.131.

FiB.29 J
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VII.
Fig.30

HEATING AND VENTILATION.

f, = 2{ 0.131+ 1.847(7)^};

_ d

2

VALUES OF fi, FOR ELBOWS V AND VI.

When

when

a

r

a

r

0.1

0.131

0.6

0.440

0.2

0.138

0.7

0.661

°-3

0.158

0.8

0.977

0.4

0.206

0.9

1.408

0.294

1.0

1.978

Coefficient of Friction, f, for Given Velocities, v.

.S -d
. a
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Examples :

—

A pipe 500 ft. long, 4 in. = 0.33 ft. diameter, shall have an

average temperature t, = 150°, the temperature of air and walls

surrounding it to = 70°; what is the velocity v, head H, and

column H, ?

1 = 500.

d = 0.33.

u, as per table = 178.87.

t = 2io°; T = 7o''.

Wj, at the temp, t^ = 61.2.

u, = ud3.i4i6 = 178.87X0.33X3.i4i6 = 185.44 units per

hour per lineal ft. of pipe.

q = o.7854d=' = 0.7854x0.33= = 0.088 cubic ft.

u,l _ 185.44x500 _ 92720
^~

qw,{t, — T) ~ 0.088x61.2(150—70) ~
43°-8s

= 2 11;. 2 ft. per hour = . = 0.06 per second.
'' ^ 3600

'

H=f.+f+M::l = ix+o.o843-^}-^'^
( d 2g ( '^0.33)2x32.166

o.oo'?6 r= 128.7s -7—-^ = 0.0072 ft.

64.33

t, = 2t2—t=2X 150— 210 = 300—210 := 90°; and Wi, for 90"

= 62.05 J ^> ^°^ 2^°° = S9-^3-

H 0.0072 0.0072 . ,

H = = -TT- = h- = 0.2 = 2,4 mches._w 59.83 0.036

w, 62.05
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DIMENSIONS OF BOILERS, GRATES, ETC.

Reference :

—

A = Total area of heating surface of boiler, in square feet,

A, = Area of grate, in square feet,

a = Area of boiler, directly heated, in square feet,

a, = Area of boiler, indirectly heated (flues), m square feel.

Ej = Sectional area of boiler,

a, := Sectional area of flues (all),

D = Diameter of boiler,

d = Diameter of flue.

1 = Length of boiler or flues,

n = Number of flues in boiler.

K = Number of pounds of coal consuTned per hour.

U = Total units of heat given out by the coils or radiators, per

hour.

u = Units of heat given out by i lb. of coal, generally

= 6000 (effective).

A = U K K = U
600' '~io'
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Example :

—

A hall, Fig. 7, loo feet long, 80 feet wide, and 40 feet high,

the surrounding walls 20 inches thick ; the ceiUng flat, covered

by a hipped roof; the two opposite sides of the hall are pro-

vided with windows, 8 to each side, 4 feet wide and 14 feet

high.

The hall to be heated by indirect radiation, located in the

basement, under the hall floor. The heating apparatus to be a

"hot water,'' the temperature in pipes not to exceed 160°; the

boiler to be a " cylindrical flue" boiler.

The haU to be occupied by 300 persons, for twelve hours

each day, the vitiation not to exceed 0.06%.

Ventilation to be the vacuum movement, by means of air as-

pirating chimney; the currents in hall to be upward, and not

to exceed 1.5 ft. per second.

'

Loss of Heat per Hour.

All sides of the building exposed, walls of brick; see for-

mulas, page jfi.

l,cq(T— T.)U
c(2l, + r) + el,q

_ 0.4912 X 4.83 X 1.227(70— 40)

4.83(2X0.4912 + 0.7358) + 20 X 0.4912 X 1.227

2.911 X-30 87.33

4.83(0.9824 + 0.7358) + 12.054 8.299 + 12.054

_ 7.33 _ 20 (per sq. ft.

2°-3S3
^

\ = 0.09824X5 X I = 0.4912.

c = 4.83.

q = r + 1, = 0.7358 = 0,4912 = 1.227.

r = 0.7358.

e = 20 inches.

T = 70°.

T, = 40°.
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Windows }^ in. thick glass ; see formulas, page 36.

U = q(T—tj = 1.086(70—55) = 16.29 Psr sq. ft.

T + T^^T-f^^
* 2 2

r = 0.5948.

q = r + 1^ = 0.5948 + 0.4912 = 1.086.

Incoming fresh air ; see formulas, page 39.

U = Qnws (T - TJ = Vws(T - T.)

= 1032000X0.079x0.238(70 — 40) = 582109.92.

Q = 100x80X40 = 320000.

V = 16 X 215 X300 = 1032000, or 3440 cubic feet for

each occupant, per hour.

V 10-J2000

Q 320000

s = 0.238.

w, at_4o'' = 0.079 1^^'

Tofal Loss of Heat.

From walls.

Area, (100 + 100 + 80 + 80)40 — 896 = 13504

;

u = 13504x4-29 = 57932-16

From windows.

Area, 14X4X 16 = 896;

U = 896 X 16.29 = i4S9S'84-

From incoming fresh air.

For 300 occupants 582109.92.

Total 65463792
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Heating Stirface H.

For indirect radiation, when the temperature of radiator shall

not exceed 160°, 1 square foot of hot -water pipe, for air mov-

ing, gives 126.13 units per hour.

6^4637.02
Number of square ft. of heatmg surface =: -^—

(T' ^ 5 ' 9°j

6i;4637.o2
or lineal ft. of 4 m. diam. pipe=—;: = 49 So-

.^ ^ 126.13x0.33X3-1416
'^

320000
Cubic ft. of airheated, per sq. ft. of surface^ ~ = 61.6.

5190

Size of Boiler.

A = -^i^^37:2i= ,091.06 sq.ft.
60D ^

Qaaniify of Coal Consumedfer Hour, for Boiler.

K=-j __ 54 37-9^ _ joQjo lbs. per hour.
6000 0000

Area of Grate Surface.

K 109.10 -
A, =—-= —-— = 10.91 sq. ft.

10 10 '

Size of Openings in Floor and Ceiling.

1032000
Velocity of current, 1.5 ft. per second ; total area = -

1.5X3600

= 154 sq. ft., or 154 openings i ft. square.

Aspirating Chimney,

Assumed velocity of air in shaft =10 feet per second.

Height of chimney, 80 feet.

3';#
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„ . , , V 1032000 „
Sectional area = A =—-^ = —% = 28.7, or a square

V3600 36000

= -v/zSt" = 5-35, say 5.4 feet.

The temperature necessary in the shaft to produce a velocity

of 10 ft. is,

v=(i + et)(i + fg + A)

t, = ; (tj — t) : in which
^ 2ghe

t = 4o°; t, = 70; e = 0.00208; g = 32.166; 1 = 200 ft.;

h = 80 ft. ; f = 0.05, and f, for 4 square elbows = 1.5X4

= 6.0 ; d =: 5.4, Hence

io=(i + 0.00208x40) (i + 0.05 1-6)

t =?
'^

(70° — 40)
' 2X32.166x80X0.00208 ^

100 X 1.0832X8.81: 9158.63= ^ ^ — 30-= 22 £ — 30 = 89 — 30
10.72

^
10.72

^ y o

= S9°-

Quantity of coal necessary to produce this, temperature,

_ t, sW 59X0.238x81528K= -^-jr^ = — 5— = 211 lbs. per hour.u% 5400

If the plenum movement were adopted, using a Rittinger

fan, the horse-power required would be

Hp ^ 0.38Vh = °-^8x ^°32°°oXo.i4 ^ 54902-4 ^ '

_

3600 3600 "^

and allowing 8 lbs. of coal per horse-power, which is ample,

K = 15.2X8 = 121.6 lbs. per hour.
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HEATING WITH STEAM.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

In heating with steam, the pipes forming radiators, are gene-

rally smaller in diameter than those for hot water, the tempera-

ture increasing with the pressure of steam in the boiler.

The temperature in pipes should never be below 212°; other-

wise the steam rapidly condenses to water, to get rid of which .

the pipes must be inclined so that the water may easily flow back

to the boiler, or drip pipes communicating with the bottom of

radiators and feed pipe ; the pipes should be so inclined, that

the water will flow in the same direction that the steam does.

The steam leaves the boiler at the top, and the water from

the condensed steam returns at the bottom.

The fire under the boiler must be kept brisk, or the heating

effect ceases rapidly.

A cock should be placed between the boiler and heating

pipes, on opening which the steam drives the air in the pipes

before it, to an outlet or air cock that must be provided at the

end of the pipe and at the bottom of radiators. It is sometimes

necessary to resort to air pumps for extracting the air in the

pipes, especially when the coils are on different levels.

The boiler should be so proportioned, that it will evaporate

as much water as is condensed in the pipes ; and supplied with

water by a stone float valve, the cistern being sufficiently high

above the boiler that the pressure of water will overcome the

pressure of steam in the boiler ; when practicable, force pumps
or injectors are used, these appliances require no elevated tank

or cistern.

The boiler must be supplied with safety valves, steam gauges,

water gauges, and also gauge cocks, to indicate the pressure of

steam and height of water. A blow-off cock, at the bottom of
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boiler, is also required, for supplying and cleaning the boiler

every week or so, depending on the quality of the feed water.

Steam possesses an advantage over hot water, in the ease of

application, where great inequalities and frequent alterations of

level occur, and particularly where the boiler must be placed

higher than the places to be heated. For buildings occupied at

intervals, steam is more effective than hot water, in its rapid

generation of heat ; so also for buildings using power boilers,

when of sufiScient size to supply both engine and radiators.

The original cost of steam apparatus is somewhat less than hot

water apparatus.

Expansion and contraction in the pipes must be provided for.

The apparatus must receive constant care and attention, the fire

must be kept brisk, the water at the proper level, and the steam

not allowed to generate too fast, endangering perhaps the

safety of the boilers.

DIAMETER OF PIPES— BORE.

When pressure of steam is not above 15 lbs. per sq. inch

(saturated steam).

Connection Pipes to Coils— Direct or Indirect Radiation.

COIL SURFACE.
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Return Pipes.

The sectional area of the return pipes from a coil, or series

of coils, must be one size less than the respective flow pipe to

the coils. Drip pipes should connect with all risers (vertical

flow pipes), the water being taken into the return pipes or boiler.

The sectional area of main pipes should be reduced as soon

as practicable.

Coils.

Diameter of pipes in coils, from ^ to 2 inches.

DIMENSIONS OF BOILERS, FURNACES, AND FITTINGS.

Area of Fire Grate.

With chimney draught = 0.1 to 0.04 sq. ft., per lb. of fuel

per hour.

With fan or blast = 0.04 to 0.0 1 sq. ft., per lb. of fuel per

hour.

Sectional Area of Flues or Tubes.

From y to ^ area of grate.

Capacity of Boiler.

Steam and water space = heating surface X from 3 to i^
foot, in cylindrical and flue boilers ; and from i to 0.5 foot, in

tubular boilers ; and about o. i foot, in water-tube boilers.

Capacity of Furnace, Tubes, and Flues

From 6 to 8 ft. X area of grate.

Area of Safety Valves in Square Inches.

The greatest weight of water to be actually evaporated in lbs.

per hour x 0.006.
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Steam and Water Space.

Steam space = 0.4 total space.

Water " =0.6 "

Water should stand not less than 4in. above heating flues.

The evaporating power of boiler should be 30% larger than

the quantity of water condensed in the pipes.

The temperature of steam in pipes diminishes with the dis-

tance from the boiler.

The horse power of a boiler is equal to the number of cubic

feet of water evaporated per hour.

When steam above 1 5 lbs. pressure is used, the boiler should

be provided with a steam drum or dome ^= yi steam space given

above, so that the steam space = 0.525 total space.

Reference :

—

A := Total area of heating surface of boiler, in square feet.

Aj := Area of grate in square feet,

a = Area of boiler, directly heated, in square feet,

a, = Area of boiler, indirectly heated (flues), in square feet,

a^ = Sectional area of boiler,

aj := Sectional area of flues (all).

D = Diameter of boiler,

d ^ Diameter of flue.

1 = Length of boiler or flue,

n ^ Number of flues in boiler.

K = Number of pounds of coal consumed, per hour.

U ^= Total units of heat given out by coils or radiators, per

hour,

u = Units of heat given out by i lb. of coal (effective).

e, = Units of evaporation = 966 units of heat required to

evaporate i lb. of water, under one atmosphere.

Wi = Total quantity of water, condensed in pipes, coils, etc.,

in lbs., per hour,

w, = Pounds of water at 212°, evaporated by i lb. of fuel.

Hp = Horse power of boiler.
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A = : A, := o.iK to 0.04K for chimney draught

:

I200 J o 1

DI3.1416
a = ; a. = dln3.i4i6 ; a^ = ajS.o ; a.^ = a^cz

;

I3.i4i6'' In3.i4i6

'

nd3.i4i6 '

a.

dl3.i4i6 '

e/ e,' w ' ^ 62.5

Note.—The same proportions of flues and distances between them, given tor hot water

boilers, apply also to steam boilers.

TEMPERATURE OF STEAM IN BOILER, AND PRES-

SURE PER SQUARE INCH.

Reference :

—

I = Inches of mercury that balance the steam.

P = Pressure of steam per square inch in boiler, in lbs.

T = Temperature of steam in boiler.

t = Mean temperature of steam in pipes.

( T )
'

I =
•! Yg^+0.58407 j

= P 2.0376 ;

P= (
— +0.52}'= I 0.4887s;

( 202 '

T = [ Vp- 0.52 I 202 ; t = ^T.
( ' 20

Note.—These formulas are approximate only, but agree quite well with actual re^

ivlts. See table, page 64.
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Size of Boiler.

654637.92 H^-.^='IL'^//

. 6154637.02A = -5^L^iLZ_ = 545.5 ;1200 J1-0 >

6000 677.6
^'==-96^=^-'' K = -|^=.09.3;

A, = 0.1 X 109.3 = 10.9.

3##

ir_^. 2.3-^

i-^x fa^. s^-^i-iji- |a^,. i wY'
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COMBUSTION OF FUEL.

Combustion consists in the rapid combination of substances

with oxygen, generally carbon and hydrogen, the result being

the development of heat and hght.

The following are the principal combustibles used in the arts,

and their chemical composition, according to Pdclet

:
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In which the chemical equivalents are :

—

of C, = 75.00 ;

H, = 12.50;

N. = 175-°°;

O, = 100.00.

To estimate the theoretical units of heat in lb. offuel

:

—
Distinguish the constituents into carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,

and refuse, as per table, page 66. The quantity ofeach being in

fractions of a lb. analyzed.

U = 14500 C + 62000
I
H — — > .

Net weight of air chemically necessary for the complete com-

bustion of a tmit of weight offuel, theoretically :—
Reference :

—

W = Lbs. of air required,

w = Weight of a cubic ft. of air.

V ^ Volume in cubic ft.

= i2C + 36(H-^);W
w

v = —

.

w

In most cases, additional air is required to sufficiently dilute

the products of combustion, the increa.se being in the ratio of

I^ to I, or 2 to I, of the theoretical value.
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EFFICIENCY OF FURNACES AND BOILERS, APPROX.

Reference :
—

A3 = Intended number of square feet of heating surface

(meaning both direct and indirect), per lb. of fuel per

hour.

E = Efficiency of furnace or boiler.

U = Theoretical units of heat in a lb. of fuel.

U, = Effective units of heat in a lb. of fuel.

U, = UE.

When the draught is produced by a chimney

:

—
^ A, II

A, + 0.5 12

When the draught is produced by a fan or blast .•

—

T- A, II

A3 +0.3 12

EXAMPLES OF EFFICIENCY {U— 13000).

A3

Small heating surface 0.50

Ordinary heating surface in

tubular boilers

Water tube and cellular

boilers

The efficiency is liable to be diminished from 0.2 to 0.5 of its

proper value, through unskillful firing.

A,
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PROPORTION OF SMOKE CHIMNEYS.

Reference :

—

A — Sectional area in square ft.

V = Volume of smoke delivered in cubic ft.

K = Pounds of coal consumed per hour.

h — Height of chimney in ft.

V = Velocity of smoke in ft., per second.

t — External temperature, average 50°.

t. = Internal temperature, average 550°.

V = 0.08 VW—^'^i

12.SV
'

A = -^-
-- - ;

\/(t. - t)h

V = Av = Ao.o8V(t. — t)h;

156 (V

69

t. - 1 1 A )

Generally, allowing 600 cubic ft. of smoke for i lb. of coal,

K ( K )
-

A= 0.128 —j=, and h = 0.01638 ^
— > .
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HUMIDITY OF AIR.

Air, in a free or normal state, contains more or less vapor of

water. When this air is passed into rooms, over heated bodies,

and its temperature is raised, the quantity of moisture it con-

tains is not diminished, but the relative humidity is lessened; or,

in other words, its capacity for containing moisture is increased.

When the air is cold, it may contain very little vapor, and yet

be moist ; and on the contrary, when it is warm, it may contain

a considerable quantity of vapor, and be very dry.

In summer, there is usually more aqueous vapor in the air

than in winter, yet it is less moist, the air being farther from its

point of saturation, by reason of the higher temperature.

The degree orpoint of saturation, or hygrometric state, is the

ratio of the quantity of aqueous vapor, actually present in the

air, to that which it would contain were it saturated, the tem-

perature being the same.

A body, gradually cooling in the ambient air to a lower tem-

perature, will in time be at a temperature when the vapor in the

air, being condensed, will be precipitated on the surface of the

body in the form ofdew ; this temperature is called the dew point.

To determine the humidity of air, Wet and Dry Bulb Hy-
grometers are used, the dew point being obtained by noting

the temperatures of the wet and dry bulbs, and inserting the

values in certain formulas, given below.

The methods generally used to hydrate or moisten the air

in rooms to the desired ratio or percentage of saturation, are

:
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by placing shallow vessels, containing water, in the hot air

ducts, the evaporation being increased by the appUcation of

heat to the vessel ; or copper cylinders, placed horizontally and

transversely across the duct, heated internally with steam or hot

water, vapor being formed by the evaporation of drops or jets

of water falling on the top ofthe cyhnder ; or, for summer, sprays

of cold water ejected through small holes in a pipe or series of

pipes ; in each case the air passes through, and takes up a cer-

tain amount of vapor, the quantity being regulated by adjust-

ing the flow of water or temperature of the heat producing eva-

poration.

Reference :

—

T = Temperature of air.

t = Temperature of the dew point,

t, = Temperature of the wet bulb,

tj = Temperature of the dry bulb.

I = Height of barometer, balancing the air ( = 30 inches

generally).

Ij = Height of barometer, balancing the dry air (of the mix-

ture.)

p = Elastic force of vapor at the temperature T, in inches of

mercury.

p, = Elastic force of vapor at the temperature t, in inches of

mercury.

W = Weight of the vapor, in lbs., in a cubic foot of dry air

mixed with vapor.

w = Weight of a cubic foot of dry air, in lbs., at the tempera-

ture T.

w = Weight of the dry air, in lbs., in a cubic foot of saturated

air.

Wj = Weight of the vapor, in lbs., in a cubic foot of saturated

air.

W3 = Weight of the air and vapor, in lbs., in a cubic foot of

saturated air.
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w^ := Weight of vapor in i lb. of air.

Wj = Weight of dry air in lbs., mixed with i lb. of vapor.

R = Ratio of humidity to saturation.

wl. = S/8
wp

I, = I-p; R = ?--; p=|; p. = p R ;

t = t,-(t,-t.)k;

0.0807 29.92

490.4
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ELASTIC FORCE OF VAPOR OF WATER IN INCHES OF MERCURY, AND
WEIGHT OF DRY AIR PER CUBIC FOOT, IN LBS.

p = 29.92 at 212°.

3,

a
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Example :

—

The temperature of the air in a room is 70°; the temperature

of the wet bulb is 60'. Required the temperature of the dew

point, the weight of vapor in a cubic ft. of air, and the degree

of humidity.

Given

:

T = 70%
t, = 60°.

t, = 70°.

I = 30".

p for 70° = 0.733 inches.

w for 70° =: 0.0745.

Eequired (the answer)

:

t''=53°.

w,= 0.0011377 lbs.

R = 0.55.

W = 4.38 grains.

Ii = 29.267 inches.

Wj = 0.0726 lbs.

w^ = 0.0156 lbs.

Wj = 65.09 lbs.

w.

t = t,-(t,-t.)k = 7o-(7o-6o)i.7 = 53°

;

wp= HX-^: , 0.07415X0.735^X '^^^^ '^^ =0.0011377;

W5, in grains = 0.0011377x7000 = 7.96 grains;

Pi, for 53° =0-403;

p, 0.403
K. = — = = 0.55 ;

P 0.733

W = w,R = 7.96x0.55 = 4.38 grains;

I. = 30—0.733 = 29.267 ;

0.0745x29.267'^^ ^ ' =0.0726;

w, 0.0726797

Wj Q.0011377
= 65.09}
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EVAPORATION.

When moisture must be supplied to the air of ventilated

rooms, by the methods just explained, the following formulas

give the quantity of water to be evaporated per hour, required

for the desired humidity ; the superficial area of the water ; and

the units of heat necessary to produce the evaporation of the

water of a given temperature, in a given temperature of the am-

bient air.

Additional Reference:—
A = Area of water surface in sq feet, exposed to the air.

E = Water evaporated, per sq. ft. of surface, in lbs., per hour.

n = Units of heat required to raise i lb. of water from o° to

tj, and then evaporate it.

II, = Units of heat lost by radiation from the water, per sq. ft.,

per hour. See formulas, page 39.

Hj = Units of heat lost by the air which carries off the vapor

from the surface of the water.

K = Pounds of coal required to evaporate the v/ater.

R, = The desired per cent, of humidity, generally 70.

s = Specific heat of air= 0.238.

tj = Temperature of the water to be evaporated.

U = Units of heat required to evaporate i lb. of water.

U, = Units of heat required to evaporate W, lbs. of v/ater.

u = Units of heat in i lb. of coal
;
generally 6000.

W = Weight of water in lbs. in i cubic foot of air before

hydration.

W, = Weight of water in i cubic foot of air, the humidity of

which = R, in lbs.

W, = Weight of water to be evaporated for i cubic ft. of air

(from R% to R,% of humidity).

Wj = Total weight of water to be evaporated per hour.
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C = Cubic ft. of air, per hour, to be hydrated.

z = Time in hours necessary to evaporate i lb. of water at

tire temperature t^

Water Below the Boiling Point.

H = 1081.4 + 0.305 tj

;

(t — 32 T—32\ ,

1.00433 —1.0043 }^>

H. = w,s(t3-T);

U=H + H,+ H,;

E = ld-2-Z_(p_p^), for quiet air (no ventilation)

;

E = i321_(p_pj5^ for air moving;
i 4

I

W = w,R; W. = w,Rj W, = W.-W; W3=W,C;
W UA = ^; U, = W3U; K = --5.

E ^ u

Heating surface, see u, and A,, pages 77 and 78.

A-—^'—^' -
u. (t -t3)

'

U.

^~A,u.
ft,-

Example:— Continued from page 74.

A hall is to be supplied y/lth 3,000,000 cubic feet of air, at a

temperature of 70°, per hour. Water at 180°.

Wj = o.ooi 1377 lbs.

W =: 0.000625735 lbs.

R, =^ 0.70, when saturation = i.oo.

t3=i8o.

1 = 30.
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I, = 30—15.3 = 14.7 inches, for 180°.

Temperature of the dew point = 53°.

Pj = 0.403 inches, for 53°.

u = 6000.

w = 0.062 lbs., for tj.

p = 15.3 inches, for 180°.

w Ij 0.062X14.7

~T 30 _ 0.03038 _ .,

.

^.^53 >
'

/'^"''P w 0.062X15.3 0.01976
s/a-Y y^

—
j-0
—

E = ^4t^(iS'3-o.403)^ = 2-76; z = 7^ = '^3^ liou'^s;

3° 4 z.ju

H = io3i.4+(o.3osXi8o) = 1136.3;

H, = 225x1.0853(1.878— 1.175)0.36 = 62.14;

H^= 1.53X0.238(180—70) =40.1 ;

U = 1136.3 + 62.14 -f 4°-i = 1238.5;

W3 = 0.000170655 X 3000000 = 512
;

U. =512X1238.5= 634112;

W, := 0.0011377X0.70 ^0.00079639;

Wj ^ 0.00079639— 0.000625735 =0.000170655;

_ 634112

6000

Water at the Boiling Point.

t3=2I2°.

Additional Reference :

—

A, = Superficial area of the heated surface in contact with

the boiling water, in sq. ft,

t^ = Temperature of the surface Aj (t^ > tj).
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u, = Units of heat per square foot per hour, emitted by sur-

face A,.

Values of\x^:— Ui =
For vertical tubes passing through the water 230

For a double bottomed or steam-cased vessel 330
For horizontal tubes, or worm 430

H = 1081.4+ (0.305X2 12°) = 1146.06;

TT / t,~3^ T 32.
H, = 225r(i.oo43 3 ^—1.0043 )z;

Hj = o, for boiling water;

U = H + H,;

_ U.(t,-2I2)A.
_^ ~

966

_ 966 W3
^-u.(t,-I7i)'

966 W,
,

Example :—How many pounds of water are evaporated

per hour by an open vessel, with a 2 in. diam. pipe passing

horizontally through the boiUng water, having 20 superficial feet

of heatuig surface, and filled with steam at 260° ?

u,(t,— 2i2)A, 430(260—212)20 „ ,W, = ,r = ^^-^ T?—-— = 427-3 lbs. per hour.
' gOo 960

The evaporation at the boiling point is the most effective and

economical.



VENTILATION.

VACUUM SYSTEM.—Steam Jet, Fig. 31.

Steam jets are sometimes applied in the ventilating shaft, at

what point is immaterial as to effect ; the steam acting as the

motive power, by creating a

partial vacuum for the air from

below to fill, as also impelling the

airout of the shaft, similar to blast-

pipes of locomotives for increas-

ing the draught through smoke

pipe.

The percentage of effect of the

stem jet is -42. of theabout
100

amount of coal consumed.

Diameter of blast pipe,

rally ^ inch.

The effectiveness is increased by widening the shaft towards

the top.

gene-
Fig.3l

Reference :
—

G = Volume of air, in lbs., passing out of the shaft, per second.

S = Volume of steam, in lbs., passing out of the blast pipe, per

second.

A = Area of blast pipe outlet.

A, = Area of shaft or chimney.

A, = Total area of all air or smoke ducts leading to shaft.

X = Pressure of atmosphere over pressure
"

in chimney or shaft.

h = Pressure of steam in boiler.

h, = Pressure of atmosphere = 33.9S'

Measured
by column of

water = 33.95 ft.
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p = Pressure of steam in boiler, in lbs., per sq. inch.

a = Coefficient of friction in outlet of blast pipe = 1.663.

u = — = Sum of coefficients of friction in ducts leading to

shaft; for values of which see f, page 81.

In locdmotives, u := 6 ; B = -7.

J.'

-I
A A 1 4'

7

i(m — I )h G _ /n=(ra— i

)

V u m=+ nm=—a(m — i) + Bn= S V u m=+ :

Additional Reference :
—

e = Density of the steam emitted by the blast pipe, (water

= !)•

e, ^ Density of the air =• 800, for water = i.

'^ g =: Accelerated gravity = 32.166.

V =: Velocity of efflux of steam, in ft., per second.

L V, = Velocity of air in shaft.

C = Cubic ft. of steam emitted per second.

W = Weight of steam emitted per second, in lbs.

W, = Weight of air emitted per second, in lbs.

' C, =: Cubic ft. of water to be evaporated by boiler per hour.

v= -/aghe; C = vAf;

^ ^ C3600

K^ Amount of coal consumed per hour.

w = Pounds of water, at 212°, evaporated by i lb. of fuel.
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•Hp = Horse power of boiler.

Hp = C.; K = ^-S.

Coefficient of Friction, f :

—

f =: 0.56, orifice in a thin plate.

f= 0.75, short cylindrical pipe.

£=0.98, short cylindrical pipe, enlarged outward, trumpet

shaped.

Example :

—

Let p = 5 lbs. per square inch, in boiler.

u = Sum of cocfricients of friction in ducts and shaft = 6,

e = 1250, for steam at five lbs. pressure, when water = i.

A =^ 0.00136 square ft.

A, = 4.0 sijuarc ft.

A3 = 5.0 scjuare ft.

w = 8 lbs. water evaporated, per lb. of fuel.

A, 4.00 A.. c.oo _. _.m = — = = 2941 ; n = —
" = — = 3676

;

A 0.00136 A 0.00136

33-9 'iXSh= ^^>^ ^ = 11.54;
14.7

i.6'J3f294i — t)ii.54 56421.60

, I , , 6^02462.48
294i=-i.663(294i-i)+ -3676 ^J -^ "^

= o.oog feet

;

9= /3^'76l294i-i) ^ /39728149440 _ _^
S \'6X3y4i^'+ 3676 V 5'i9oo562 -^765.4

= 27.6 times more air than steam, in units of weight

;

4
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v= V2X32.166x11.54X1250= •/928003.52 = 963-3 ft"

per second

;

C = vAf= 963.3 X 0.00136 x0.7s =0.982;

„, 62.5x0.982 „W =— — = 0.0491 lbs

:

1250

W, = 0.0491X27.6 = 1.355; for air of 70° temp. = —:i^

= 18 cubic ft. of air per second, being a velocity of

v. = -- = 4.sft.;
4

a982_X36oo^^g
1250 /

^, 2.82X62.5 ,,_ r 1 1.K = = 22 lbs. of coal per hour.
8

Computing the velocity of the air in shaft from the pressure, x.

,, v/2gxe, -v/2X 32.166x0.009x800 ^463-176
V, would = ,-z = ,zz = ^i—!_

Vu V6 2.44

=—'-^ = 8.82 ; consequently the per cent, of effect
2.44

= -| = 0.51, or for velocity of 8.8,

X =^ and h = '^-^i^I^l+^I^; p = ^11±1.
2ge. a(m-i) "

33.95



HEATING.

FLOW OF STEAM IN PIPES.

Tlie pressure and temperature of steam in a pipe decrease

with the length of the pipe and the heat lost per unit of time.

The loss of pressure in the pipe, caused by friction and the

loss of heat, does not affect the question of Heating and Ven-

tilation ; but the decrease of the temperature of the steam in the

pipe, caused by friction, must be known to compute the amount

of heat lost or emitted; and to compute the temperature we
must know the pressure.

The following formulas give the diminished pressure at the

end of long pipes, when the initial pressure in the boiler, and*

the quantity of water evaporated per hour, are given.

Reference :

—

V = Volume of steam in cubic ft, of the pressure P, from

I cubic foot of water.

V = Velocity of the steam in the pipe, in feet, per second.

C = Number of cubic feet of water evaporated in the boiler,

per hour.

P = Pressure of steam in the boiler, in lbs., per square inch.

P, = Pressure of steam in the pipe, in lbs., per square inch, at the •

distance 1 from the boiler.

1 = Length of the pipe in feet, or distance from the boiler

where P, is required,

d = Diameter of the pipe in inches,

a = Sectional area of the pipe in feet.

f= Coefficient of friction. See page 52.

h =; Head of steam for velocity v, in feet
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h, = Vertical distance in feet from the boiler to the highest or

lowest point that the pipe rises or falls.

g = Accelerated gravity = 32.166.

m = Specific volume oi the steam.

^(^ /—r u ^° ^
V = —,- = V 2Kh ; h =— ; m = 7—

.

3600a ^ fa
' 2g' 62.5

When the pipe rises from the boiler,

When the pipe falls from the boiler,

P. = p|i-^5-^(f^'h-h,){.

Tor straight pipe without elbows,

r 0-217 r
f = —y-, same as for air; see page 23.

V V

Example :
—

A boiler evaporates 20 cubic ft. of water into steam of 45 lbs.

pressure ]3er square inch, per hour ; the steam is passed through

a pipe, 300 feet hsng and 2 inches in diameter. What are the

velocity of the steam in the pipe and the pressure at the end

of the pipe ?

562X20 3.1222

3600 0.0218

a

= 143.2 ; f= 0.018
;

, 14.^.2' „ 1:62

^ = ^:766-3^^-7' "^ = 6Ti=9-°;

P^ = 45 I
, J (0.0183^^^1318.7) I^^\ 45x144x9^ 2 ^ " i

c - 10321;.88 )

E= 37.035 lbs. per square inch.



ADDENDA.

LOSS OF HEAT THROUGH WALLS.

All sides of the room exposed (no surrounding rooms),

formula, page 36.

l_cq(T-T.)
,

c(2l, + r) + d.q'

Brick Walls.

T-T, = 1°.

I, = 0.09824x5 = 0.4912, see page 35.

c = 4.83, see page 3 .

r = 0.7358, see page 33.

-
, q = r + L = 0.7358 + 0.4912 = 1.227.

,j 0.4912x4.83X1.227x1

4.83(2X0.4912 + 0.7358) + eXo.49i2X 1.227

2.91

1

8.299+ eXo.6

Stone Walls.

T-T, = 1°.

\, = 0.4912.

c = 22.4, for coarse marble, being about an average.

r =: 0.7358.

q = 1.227.

0.4912x22.4X1.227X1

22.4(2 X 0.4192 + 0.7358) + ex 0.4912 X 1.277

^ 13-5

38.487 + exo.6
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Case 11.

When the air in a room is of a higher temperature than sur-

face of wall opposite to window in question,

U = 0.45, per square foot i^er hour, on an average.

Case III.

When all sides of the room are glass, as in conservatories,

and temperature of internal air higher than temperature of in-

ternal surface of glass,

U = 0.35, per square foot per hour, on an average.

NOTES.
Fresh air inlet openings should be somewhat larger than the

exit openings.

The temperature of air in occupied rooms, heated, should be

about 70", to which the heating apparatus must be proportioned,

when under full working power, in heating the external air from

its lowest known range ; see table of " Miaimum and Mean
Temperature."

In indirect radiation, the top of coil must not be higher than

the bottom of heating or hot air flue ; wiiile in direct radiation,

the bottom of coil must not be lower than the top of fresh air

inlet opening.

The smokestack from boilers is generally placed in aspirat-

ing chimney, and its heat utilized in rarefying the air in it.

BOILERS.

By Total Heating surface of a boiler is understood all that

superficial area of the boiler in contact with flames and hot

gases from the fire in the furnace—that is, for cylindrical tubular

boilers, the lower halfof the shell and the whole of all the tubes.

By Effective Heating surface is understood a certain mean

between that part of a surface receiving the greatest, and that
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part receiving the least amount of heat generated in the fur-

nace—it is the whole of a horizontal surface over a fire or hot

gas ; one half of a vertical surface in contact with a fire or hot

gas ; three fourths of the lower half of shell exposed to the fire,

and half of the area of all tubes or flues heated internally. On
an average it is from i to | of the total heating surface.

For example :—A cylindrical tubular steam boiler, 4 feet in

diameter, 15 feet long, and containing 49 tubes, 3 inches in dia-

meter, has a total heating surface of half of the area of shell in

addition to the area in the flues,, equal to 94 feet in shell (not

counting the ends) and 577 feet in flues, total 671 square feet.

The effective heating surface of this boiler is : ^ of 94 it., and

Y^ of 671 ft, or a total of 406 square feet.

The heat utilized per square foot of total heating surface, is

for:—
Steam boilers, from 1200 to 3600 > units of heat per
Hot water boilers, from 600 to 1800 J sq. ft. per hour.

On an average, 15 square feet of effective, or 25 square feet

of total heating surface, are required per horsepower, the effi-

ciency increasing witli the size of the boiler.

A cubic foot of water, evaporated (from 60° to 2 1 2°) per hour,

is equal to one horsepower, nominal. The following formula is

used to compute the effective heating surface for steam boilers.

Let A = Total eflcctive heating surface of boiler,

and Hp = Horsepower:

A =[Hp-|-( 7113=2.5)] X 8.

Steam boilers for heating purposes are generally proportioned

with a greater total heating surfiice per cubic foot of water

evaporated, than those used for power only.

A Hot water boiler requires about twice as much total heating

surface as a steam boiler for the same amount of work in units

of heat.

It requires about 11 18 units of heat to raise the temperature

of I lb. of water from 60° to 212° and evaporate it ; therefore, i

. horsepower will require, 1118x62.5 =69875, say 70000, units.
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sis WITH the Blow-Pipe. From the last German edition. Revised

and enlarged. By Prof. Th. Richteb, of the Royal Saxon Miuing
' Academy. Tra:islated by Professor H B. Cornwall; assisted by

John H. Caswbll. With eighty-seven wood-outs and Lithographi*

Plate.
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Plympton's Blo-w-Pipe Analysis.
12mo. Cloth. $1.50.

The Blow-Pipe: A Guide to its Use in the Determination of Saltj

and Minerals. Compiled from various sources, by George W.
Plympton, C.E., A.M., Professor of Physical Science in the Polytech-

nic Institute, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Pynclioii's Clieraical Physics.
New Edition. Revised and enlarged. Crown 8to. Cloth. $3.00.

Introduction to Chemical Physics ; Designed for the Use of

Academies, Colleges, and High Schools. Illustrated with numerous

engravings, and containing copious experiments, with directions for

preparing them. By Thomas Rugglks Pynchon, M.A., President

of Trinity College, Hartford.

Eliot and. Storer's Qualitative Cliemical
Analysis.

New Edition. Revised. 12mo. Illustrated. Cloth. $1.50.

A Compendious Manual of Qualitative Chemical Analysis

By Charles W. Eliot and Frank H. Storer. Revised, with

the cooperation of the Authors, by "William Ripley Nichols,

Professor of Chemistry in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Rammelsberg's Chemical Analysis.
8vo. Cloth. $2.25.

Guide to a Course of Quantitative Chemical Analysis,

Especially of Minerals and Furnace Products. Illustrated

by Examples. By C. F. Rammelsberg. Translated by J. Towler,
M.D.

NacLnet's Legal Chemistry.
Dlustrated. 12mo. Cloth. $2.00.

[iEgal Chemistry. A Guide to the Detection of Poisons, Falsifica-

tion of Writings, Adulteration of Alimentary and Pharmaceutical

Substances ; Analysis of Ashes, and Examination of Hair, Coins,

Fire-arms, and Stains, as Applied to Chemical Jurisprudence. For

the Use of Chemists, Physicians, Lawyers , Pharmacists, and Experts.

Translated, with additions, including a List of Books and Memoirs

on Toxicology, etc., from the French of A. Naquet. By J. P.

Battershall, Ph. D., with a Preface by C. F. Chandler, Ph. D.,

M.D., LL.D
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Prescott's Proximate Organic Analysis,
12mo. Cloth. $1.76.

Outlines of Proximate Organic Analysis, for the Identification,

Separation, and Quantitative Determination of the more commonly
occurring Organic Compounds. By Albert B. Prescott, Professor

of Organic and Applied Chemistry in the University of Michigan.

Prescott's Alcoholic Liqnors.
12mo. Cloth. $1.50.

Chemical Examination of Alcoholic Liquors.—A Manual of the

Constituents of the Distilled Spirits and Fermented Liquors of Com-
merce, and their Qualitative and Quantitative Determinations. By
Albert B. Prescott, Professor of Organic and Applied Chemistry

in the University of Michigan.

Pope's Modern Practice of the Electric
Telegraph.

Ninth Edition. 8vo. Cloth. $2.00.

A Hand-book for Electricians and Operators. By Prank L. Popb
Ninth edition. Revised and enlarged, and fully illustrated.

Sabine's History of the Telegraph.
Second Edition. 12mo. Cloth. $1.25.

History and Progress of the Electric Telegraph, with Do-

soriptions of some of the Apparatus. By Robert Sabine, C.E.

Haskins' Gralvanometer.
Pocket foiin. Blustrated. Morocco $1.25

The Galvanometer, and its Uses;—A Manual for Electrician!

and Students. By C. H. Haskins.

Prescott and. Douglas's Gtnalitative Chemi-
cal Analysis.

Second Edition. Revised. 8vo. Cloth. $3.50.

A Guide in the Practical Study of Chemistry and in the Work ofAnalysis.

Ijarrabee's Secret Letter and Telegraph
18mo. Cloth. $1.00.

Cipher and Secret Letter and Telegraphic Code, -with Hogg'g
Improvements. By C. S. Larrabee.
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Gillmore's Limes and. Cements.
Fifth Edition. Bevised and Enlarged. 8vo. Clotli. $4.00.

Practical Treatise on Limes, Hydraulic Cements, and Mob
TARS. By Q. A. GiLLMORE, Lt.-Col. U. S. Corps of Engineers

Brevet Major-General U. S. Army.

Gillmore's Coignet Beton.
Nine Plates, Views, etc. 8vo. Cloth. $2.50.

Coignet Beton and Other Artificial Stone.—By Q. A. Gill<

MORE, Lt.-Col. U. S. Corps of Engineers, Brevet Major-General U.S.

Army.

Gillmore on Roads.
Seventy Illustrations. 12mo. Cloth. $2.00.

A Practical Treatise on the Construction of Roads, Streets,

AND Pavements. By Q. A. Gillmore, Lt.-Col. U. S. Corps ol

Engineers, Brevet Major-General U. S. Army.

Gillraore's Building Stones.
8vo. Cloth. $1.00l

Beport on Strength of the Building Stones in thh Unitki>
States, etc.

Holley's Rail-way Practice.

1 vol. folio. Cloth. $12.00.

American and European Railway Practice, in the EccTiomical

Generation of Steam, including the materials and construi-tioti of

Coal-burning Boilers, Combustion, the Variable Blast, Vaporization,

Circulation, Super-beating, Supplying and Heating Feed-water, &c.,

and the adaptation of Wood and Coke-burning Engines to Coal-

burning ; and in Permanent Way, including Road-bed, Sleepers,

Rails, Joint Fastenings, Street Railways, etc., etc. By Alexanpeb
L. HoLLEY, B.P. With 77 lithographed plates.

U.csefnl Information for RailAvay Men.
Pocket form. Morocco, gilt. $2.00.

Compiled by W. G. Hamilton, Engineer. New Edition, Revised
and Enlarged. 577 pages.
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Stuart's Civil and Military Engineers of
America.

8to. lUustiated. Cloth. $5.00.

Thk Civil and Military Engineers of America. By General

Chari.es B. Stuart, Author of " Naval Dry Bocks of the United

States," etc., etc. Embellished with niue finely-executed Portraits

on steel of eminent Engineers, and illustrated by Engravings of some

of the most important and original works constructed in America.

Ernst's Manual of Military Engineering.
193 Wood-cuts and 3 Lithographed Plates. 12mo. Cloth. $5.00

iV Manual of Practical Military Engingerino. Prepared for

the use of the Cadets of the U. S. Military Academy, and for Engineer

Troops. By Capt. O. H. Ernst, Corps of Engineers, Instructor in

Practical Military Engineering, U. S. Military Academy.

Simms' Levelling.

12mo. Cloth. $1.50.

A Treatise on the Principles and Practice of Lbvellino,

showing its application to purposes of Railway Engineering and the

Construction of Roads, etc. By Frederick W. Simms, C.E. From
the fifth London edition, Revised and Corrected, «rith the addition ol

Mr. Law's Practical Examples for Setting-out Railway Curves.

Illustrated with three lithographic plates and numerous wood-cuts.

JefFers' Nautical Surveying.
Illustrated with 9 Copperplates and 31 Wood-cut Illustrations. 8vo. Cloth. $5.0a

Nautical Surveying. By William N. .Teffeks. Captain U. 8.

Navy.

Text-book of Surveying.
8vo. 9 Lithograph Plates and several Wood-cuts. Cloth. |a.0O.

A Text-book on Surveying, Projections, and Portable Instruments,
for the use of the Cadet Midshipmen, at the U. S. Naval Academy.

The Plane Table.
«vo. Cloth. 12.00.

rT§ Uses in Topographical Surveying. From the papers of tht
.^

U. 8. Coast Survey.
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Cliaixvenet's Lunar Distances.
8vo. Cloth. $2.00.

New Method op Correcting Lunar Distances, and Improved

Method of Finding the Error and Rate of a Chronometer, by equal

altitudes. By Wm. Chauvenet, LL.D., Chancellor of Washington

University of St. Louis.

Burt's Key to Solar Corapass.
Second Edition. Pocket-book form. Tuck. $2.50.

Key to the Solar Compass, and Surveyor's Companion ; comprising

all the Rules necessary for use in the Field ; also Description of the

Linear Sm-veys and Public Land System of the United States, Notes

on the Barometer, Suggestions for an Outfit for a Survey of Four
Months, etc. By W. A. Burt, U. S. Deputy Surveyor.

Ho^ward's Earthwork Mensuration.
8vo. Illustrated. Clotli. $1.50.

Earthwork Mensuration on the Basis of the Prismoidal
Formula. Containing simple and labor-saving method of obtaining

Prismoidal Contents directly from End Areas. Illustrated by

Examples, and accompanied by Plain Rules for practical uses. By
Conway R. Howard, Civil Engineer, Richmond, Va.

Morris' Easy Rules.
78 Illustrations. 8vo. Clotli. $1.50.

Easy Rules for the Measurement of EARTHwoRks, by means of

the Prismoidal Formula. By Elwood Morris, Civil Engineer.

Clevenger's Surveying.
Illustrated Pocket Form. Morocco, gilt. $2.50.

A Treatise on the Method of Government Surveying, as

prescribed by the U. S. Congress and Commissioner of the General

Land Office. With complete Mathematical, Astronomical, and Prac-

tical Instructions for the use of the U. S. Surveyors in the Field, and

Students who contemplate engaging in the business of Publ'c Land
Surveying. By S. V. Clevenger, U. S. Deputy Sm-veyor.

Hewson on Embankraents.
8vo. Cloth. $2.00.

Principles and Praotick of Embanking Lands from Kivei
Floods, as applied to the Levees of the Mississippi. By William
Hewson. Civil En^inppr
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Minifie's Mech.aiiioal Drawing.
Ninth Edition. Royal 8vo. Cloth. $4.00.

A. Text-Book of Geometrical Drawing, for the use of Meoliamos

and Schools. With illustrations for Drawing Plans, Sections, and

Elevations of Buildings and Machinery ; an Introduction to Isometri-

cal Drawing, and an Essay on Linear Perspective and Shadows.

With over 200 diagrams on steel. By William Minifib, Architect.

With an Appendix on the Theory and Application of Colors.

Minifie's Greometrical 13ra-wing.
New Edition. Enlarged. 12mo. Cloth. 82.00

Geometrical Drawing. Abridged from the octavo edition, for the

use of Schools. Illustrated with 48 steel plates.

Free Hand Drawing.
Profusely Illustrated. 18mo. Boards. 60 cents.

A Guide to Ornamental, Figure, and Landscape Drawing. By an

Art Student.

The Meclianic's Friend.
12mo. Cloth. 300 Illustrationa. $1.50.

The Mechanic's Friend. A Collection of Receipts and Practical

Suggestions, relating to Aquaria—Bronzing—Cements—Drawing

—

Dyes—Electricity—Gilding—Glass-working—Glues—Horology— Lac-

quers—-Locomotives—Magnetism—Metal-working— ModeUing— Pho-

togi-aphy—Pyrotechny—Railways — Solders— Steam-Engine— Tele-

graphy—Taxidermy—Varnishes—Waterproofing—and Miscellaneous

Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Processes connected with the

Chemical and Mechanical Arts. By William E. Axon, M.R.S.L.

Harrison's Mechanic's Tool-Book.
a Illustrations. 12ino. Cloth. $1.60.

MECnA.NTcs' Tool Book, with Practical Rules and Suggestions, for the

use of Machinists, Iron Workers, and others. By W. B. Harrison.

Randall's Quartz Operator's Hand-Book.
IJmo. Cloth. $2.00.

Quartz Operator's Hand-Book. By P. M. Randall. N*!*
<i4>tioa. Revised and Rnlarced. FuUv illustrated
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Joynson on Machine Gearing.
870. Cloth. $2.00.

The Mechanic's and Student's Guide in the designing and Con"

struction of General Machine Gearing, as Eccentrics, Screws, Toothed

Wheels, etc., and the Drawing of Rectilineal and Curved Surfaces.

Edited by Fkancis H. Joynson. With 13 folded plates.

Silversmith.'s Hand-Book.
Fourth Edition. Illustrated. 12mo. Cloth. $3.00.

A Pkacticai, Hand-Book for Miners, Metallurgists, and Assayets.

By .Julius Silversmith. Illustrated.

Barnes' Submarine Warfare.
8vo. Cloth. $5.00.

Submarine Warfare, Defensive and Offensive. Descriptions

of the various forms of Torpedoes, Submarine Batteries and Torpedo

Boats actually used in War. Methods of Ignition by Macliineryj

Contact Fuzes, and Electricity, and a full account of experiments

made to determine the Explosive Force of Gunpowder under Water.

Also a discussion of the Offensive Torpedo system, its effect upon

Iron-clad Ship systems, and influence upon future Naval Wars. By
" Lieut.-Com. John S. Barnes, U.S.N. With twenty lithographio

plates and many wood-cuts.

Foster's Submarine Blasting.
4to. Cloth. $3.50.

Submarine Blasting, in Boston Harbor, Massachusetts—Removal of

Tower and Corwin Rocks. By John G. Foster, U. S. Eng. and

Bvt MAJor-General U. S . Army. With seven plates.

Mo"W"bray's Tri-Nitro-G-lycerine.
8vo. Cloth. Illustrated. $3.00

Tri-Nhbo-Glycerine, as applied in the Hoosac Tunnel, and to Sub-

marine Blasting, Torpedoes, Quarrying, etc.

Williamson on the Barometer.
4to. Cloth. $15.00.

Ok the Use op the Barometer on Surveys and Reconnaib-
SANCES. Part I.—^Meteorology in its Connection with Hypsometry.
Part II.—Barometric Hypsometry. By R. S. Williamson, Bvt.

Lt.-Col. U. S. A.', Major Corps of Engineers. With illustrative tablei

and engravings.
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Williamson's Meteorological Tables.
4to. Flexible Cloth. $2.60.

Practical Tables in Meteorology and Hypsometry, in connection

with the use of the Barometer. By Col. R. S. Williamson, U.S.A.

Butler's Projectiles and Riiied. Cannon.
4to. 36 Plates. Cloth. $7.50.

PR0.IECTILE8 AND RiFLED Cannon. A Critical Discussion of the

Principal Systems of Rifling and Projectiles, with Practical Sugge*

tions for their Improvement. By Capt. John S. Butleb, Ordnance.

Corps, U. S. A.

Ben6t's Chronoscope.
Second Edition. Illustrated. 4to. Cloth. $3.00.

Electro-Ballistic Machines, and the Schultz Chronoscope. By
Lt.-Col. S. V. Bbn^t, Chief of Ordnance U. S. A.

Micliaelis' Chronograph..
4to. Illustrated. Cloth. $3.00.

The Le Bouleno^ Chronograph. With three lithographed folding:

plates of illustrations. By Bvt. Captain O. E. Michaelis, Ordnance

Corps, U. S. A.

Nugent on Optics.
12mo. Cloth. $1.50.

Treatise on Optics ; or. Light and Sight, theoretically and practically

treated ; with the application to Fine Art and Industrial Pursuits.

By E. Nugent. With 103 illustrations.

Peirce's Analytic Mechanics.
4to. Cloth. $10.00.

System of Analytic Mechanics. By Benjamin Peibcb, Pro-

fessor of Astronomy and Mathematics in Harvard University.

Craig's Decimal Systenx.
Square 32mo. Limp, SOc.

Weights and Measures. An'Account of the Decimal System, with
Tables of Conversion for Commercial and Scientific Uses. By B. P.

Craig. M.D.
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Alexander's Dictionary o±' Weights and.
Measures.

New Edition. 8vo. Cloth. $3.50.

Universal Dictionary of Weights and Measures, Ancient and

Modern, reduced to the standards of the United States of America.

By J. H. Alexander.

Elliot's European Liglit-Honses.
61 Engravings and 21 Wood-cuts. 8vo. Cloth. $5.00.

European Light-House Systems. Being a Report of a Tour of

Inspection made in 1873. By Major George H. Elliot, U. S.

Engineers.

Sweet's Report on Coal.
With Maps. 8to. Cloth. $3.00.

Special Report on Coal. By S. H. Swket.

Colbnrn's Gras W^oi-ks of London.
12mo. Boards. BO cents.

Gas Works op London. By Zerah Colburn.

Walker's Scre\v Propulsion.
8vo. Cloth. 75 cents.

Notes on Screw Propulsion, its Rise and History. By Capt. W. H
Walker, U. S. Navy.

Pook on Shipbuilding.
8vo. Cloth. Illustrated. $5.00.

Method of Preparing the Lines and Draughting Vessels
Propelled by Sail or Steam, including a Chapter on Laying-off

on the Mould-loft Floor. By Samuel M. Pook, Naval Constructor.

Saeltzer's Acoustics.
12mo. Cloth. $2.00.

Tbeatise on Acoustics in connection with Ventilation. By Alex-
ander Saeltzer.

Eassie on ^Wood and its Uses.
350 Illustrations. 8vo. Cloth. $1.50.

A Hand-book fob the Use or Contractors, Builders, Architecta,

Engineers, Timber Merchants, etc., with information for drawing up
Designs and Estimates.
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Wanklyn's Milk Analysis.
12mo. GioOx. $1.00.

Milk Analysis. A Practical Treatise on the Examination of Milk,

and its Derivatives, Cream, Butter, and Cheese. By J. Alfred
Wanklyn, M.R.C.S.

Rice & Johnsoii's Differential Functions.

Paper,12 mo. 50 cents.

On a Nkw Method of Obtaining the Differentials or Func-

tions, with especial reference to the Newtonian Conception of Rates

or Velocities. By J. Minot Rice, Prof, of Mathematics, U. S. Navy,

and W. WooLSBY Johnson, Prof, of Mathematics, St. John's

' CoUege, Annapolis.

Coffin's Navigation.
Fifth Edition. 12mo. Cloth. 1S3.50.

Navigation and Nautical Astronomy. Prepared for the use of

the U. S. Naval Academy. By J. H. C. Coffin, Professor of

Astronomy, Navigation and Surveying ; with 52 wood-cut illustra-

tions.

Clark's Theoretical Navigation^

8vo. Cloth. $3.00.

Thkdrktical Navigation and Nautical Astronomy. By Lkwm
Clakk, Lieut.-Comiuander, U. S. Navy. Illustrated with 41 wood-

cuts, iiicludiug the Vernier.

Tonei-'s Idictionary of Elevations.

8vo. Paiier, 83.00 Cloth, 83,75.

DiCTKIXARV OF El.KVATlONS AND ClIMATIC REGISTER OF TH«

I'nitkd States. Containing, in addition to Elevations, the Latitude,

Meaij Annual Tt'iiiperatiire, and the total Annual Rain Fall of many

Localitii's ; with a urief introduction on the Orographic and Physical

Peculiarities of North America. By J. M. Toner, M..D.
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VAN NOSTRAND'S SCIENCE SERIES.
It is the intention of the Publisher of this Series to issue them at

intervals of about a month. Tliey will be put up in a uniform, neat,

and attractive form, 18mo, fancy boards. The subjects will be of an

eminently scientific character, and embrace as wide a range of topics as

possible, all of the highest character.

Price, 50 Cents Each.

I. Chimneys for Furnaces, Firk-places, and Steam Boilers. Bj
R. Armstrong, C.E.

n. Steam Boiler Explosions. By Zerah Colburn.

ni. Practical Designing of Retaining Walls. By Arthur Jacob,

A.B. With Illustrations.

IV. Proportions of Pins Used in Bridges. By Charles E.

Bender, C.E. With Illustrations.

V. Ventilation of Buildings. By W. F. Butler. With Illustrations,

VT. On the Designing and Construction of Storage Reservoirs.

By Arthur Jacob. With Illustrations.

Vll. Surcharged and Different Forms of Retaining Walls.
By James S. Tate, C.E.

Vm. A Treatise on the Compound Engine. By John Turnbull.
With Illustrations.

IX. Fuel. By C. William Siemens, to which is appended the value of

Artificial Fuels as Compared with Coal. By John Worm-
ALD, C.E.

X. Compound Engines. Translated from the French of A. Mallet.
Illustrated.

XI. Theory of Arches. By Prof. W. Allan, of the Washington and
Lee College. Illustrated.

XH. A Practical Theory of Voussoir Arches. By William Caiit,

C.E Illustrated.
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Xin. A Praoticai. Trkatise on the Qases Met With in Coal
Mines. By the late J. J. Atkinson, Goremment Inspector oi

Mines for the County of Durham, England.

Xiy. Friction of Air in Mines. By J. J. Atkinson, author of " A
Practical Treatise on the Gdses met with in Coal Mines."

XV. Skew Arches. By Prof. E. W. Hyde, C.E. Llustrated with

numerous engravings and three folded plates.

XVI. A Graphic Method for Solving Certain Algebraic Equa-

tions. By Prof. George L. Vosb. With Illustrations.

XVII. Water and Water Supply. By Prof. W. H. Cobfield,

M.A., of the University College, London.

XVm. Sewerage and Sewage Utilization. By Prof, W. H.

CoRFiELD, M.A., of the University College, London.

XIX. Strength of Beams Under Transverse Loads. By Prot

W. Allan, author of "Theory of Arches.'' With Illustrations

XX. Bridge and Tunnel Centres. By John B. McMastees,

C.E. With Illustrations.

XXL Safety Valves. By Richard H. Buel, C.E. With Uluatra-

tions.

XXn. High Masonry Dams. By John B. McMastkbs, C.B.

With Illustrations.

XXni. The Fatigue of Metals under Repeated Strains, with

various Tables of Results of Experiments. From the German of

Prof. Ludwiq Spanoenberg. With a Preface by S. H. Shrevb,

A.M. With Illustrations.

XXIV. A Practical Treatise on the Teeth of Wheels, with

the theory of the use of Robinson's Odontograph. By S. W. Robin-

son, Prof, of Mechanical Engfineering, Illinois Industrial Universi^

XXV. Theory and Calculations of Continuous Bridges. By

Mansfield Merriman, C.E. With Illustrations.

XXVL Practical Treatise on the Properties op Continuous

Bridoes. By Charles Bender, C.E.
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XXVII. On Boiler Incrustation and Corrosion. By J. F. Rowan.

XXVIII. On Transmission of Power by Wieb Rope. By Albert W.
Stahl.

XXIX. Injectors : Their Theory and Use. Translated from the

French of M. Leon Pouchet.

XXX. Terrestrial Magnetism and the Magnetism of Iron Ships.

By Professor Fairman Rogers.

XXXI. The Sanitary Condition of Dwelling Houses in Town and
Country. By George E. Waring, Jr.

IN PRESS.

Heatinpj and Ventilation in its Practical Ap-
plication for the Use of Engineers and.
Arcliicects.

Embracing a Series of Tables and Formulae for dimensions for Heating
Flow and Return Pipes, for Steam and Hot Water Boilers, Flues, etc.

etc. By F. Schumann, C. E. 1 vol. 12mo. $1.50.

A Grnide to the Determinntion of Rocks.
Being an Introduction to Lithology. By Edward Jannettaz, Doctuer des

Sciences. Translated from the French by Geo. W. Plymptou, Profes-
sor of Physical Science, Brooklyn Polytechnic Inst. 12mo. Clo. $1.50.

Shield's Treatise on Engineering
Construction.
13mo. Cloth. $1.50.

Embracing Discussions of the Principles involved and Descriptions of the
Material employed.
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RECENT WORKS.
Farming's Water Supply Engineering.

8vo. 650 pages. 180 Illustrations. Extra cloth. $6.00.

A. Practical Tbeatisb on Water Supply Engineering. Eelating to

the Hydrology, Hydrodynamics, and Practical Construction of Water
Works, in North America. With numerous Tables and Illustrations.

By J. T. Fanning, C. E.

Clark's Complete Book of Reference for
Meclianieal Engineering.

1012 pages. Svo. Cloth, $7.50. Half morocco. $10.00.

A Manual op Rules, Tables and Data for Mechanical Engineers.
Based on tlie most recent investigations. By Daniel Kinnear Clark.

Illustrated with numerous diagrams.

Motfs Chemists Manual.
650 pages. Svo. Cloth. $6.00.

A Practical Treatise on Chemistry (Qualitative and Quantitative

Analysis), Stoichiometry, Blowpipe x\.nalysi.s, Mineralogy, Assaying,

Pharmaceutical Preparations, Human Secretions, Specific Gravities,

Weights and Measures, etc., etc., etc. By Henry A. Mott, Jr., E. M.,

Ph. D.

Wey-ranch. on Iron and Stiel Constructions.
12mo. Cloth. $1.00.

Strength and Calculation op Dimensions op Iron and Steel Con-

structions, with reference to the latest experiments. By J. J. Wey-
rauch, Ph. D., Professor Polytechnic School of Stuttgart, with four

folding plates.

Osbun's Beil steins' Chemical Analysis.
12mo. Cloth. 75 cents.

An Introduction to Chemical Qualitative Analysis. Bj F. Beil

,

stein. Third edition, translated by I. J. Osbun.

Davis and Rae's Hand Book of Electrical
Diagrams.

Oblong Svo. Extra cloth. $3.00.

Hand Book of Electrical Diagrams and Connections. By Charles

H. Davis and Frank B. Rae, Illustrated with 32 full page illustrations.

Second edition.
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The University Series.

No. 1 On the Physical Basis op Life. By Prof. T. H. Huxlet,

LL.D., F.R. S. With an introduction by a Professor in Yale College.

12mo, pp. 36. Paper cover, 25 cents.

No. 2.

—

The Corelation op Vital aUd Phtsical Forces. By

Prof. George F. Barker, M.D., of Yale College. 36 pp. Paper

covers, 25 cents.

TSo. 3.—As Regards Protoplasm, in relation to Prof. Huxley's

Physical Basis of Life. By J. Hutchinson Stirling, F.R.C.S.

72 pp., 25 cents.

No. 4.

—

On the Hypothesis op Evolution, Physical and Meta-

physical. By Prof. Edward D. Cope. 12mo, 72 pp. Paper covers,

25 cents.

No. 5.—SciENTiPic Addresses:—1. On the Methods and Tendencies

of Physical Investigation. 2. On Haze and Dust. 3. On the Scien-

tific Use of the Imagination. By Prof. John Tyndall, F.R.S.

12mo, 74 pp. Paper covers, 25 cents. Flex, cloth, 50 cents.

No. 6.

—

^Natural Selection as Applied to Man. By Alfred
Russell Wallace. This pamphlet treats (1) of the Developemeut

of Human Races under the Law of Selection
; (2) the Limits of

Natural Selection as applied to Man. 54 pp. 25 cents.

No. 7.

—

Spectrum Analysis. Three Lectures by Profs. Roscoe,
HuGGiNS and Lockyer. Finely Illustrated. 88 pp. Paper covers,

25 cents.

No. 8.

—

The Sun. A sketch of the present state of scientific opinion

as regards this body. By Prof. C. A. Young, Ph. D. of Dartmouth
College. 58 pp. Paper covers, 25 cents.

No. 9.

—

The Earth a Great Magnet. By A. M. Mayer, Ph. D.,

of Stevens' Institute. 72 pp. Paper covers, 25 cents. Flexible

cloth, 50 cents.

No. 10.

—

^Mysteries of the Voice and Ear. By Prof. O. N. Rood,
Columbia College, New York. Beautifully Illustrated. 38 ppw

Paper covers, 25 cents.



The Rebellion Record.
EDITED BY FRANK MOORE.

Complete in 13 Voliinies.

With 158 Steel Engraved Portraits of Distinguished Generals and Prominent Men;
together with numerous Maps and Plans of Battles.

THE REBELLION RECORD. Containing a full and concise Diary
of Events, from the meeting of the South Carolina Convention in

December, 1860, to the close of the War of the Rebellion, together

with Official Reports of both Federal and Confederate State Officers,

and Narratives of all the Battles and Skirmishes that occurred. 12

vols., cloth, $60.00 ; library sheep, $72.00 ; half calf, antique, 178.00 ;

half morocco, $78.00 ; half russia, $84.00.

*JK* Single volumes to complete sets furnished at the same rates.

There are very few men of ordinaiy intelligence, and possessing aa
ordinary share of interest in the war which for a long period so entirely

engrossed the public attention, who have not very often desired to fix

the date of some important battle, some "change of commanders, or the

issue of some noteworthy proclamation. There are fewer still who
would not feel an interest in recurring to the vivid description of some
important engagement by sea or land, in which mayhap a kinsman or

friend participated.

THE REBELLION RECORD has, as we believe, a claim to a very

wide circulation on the following grounds : its accuracy, its impartiality, ita

completeness, its preservation of all the materials for a future history of

the struggle, its connected diary, its valuable documents, its interesting

collection of incidents, its garnering up the poetry called out by the war,,

and its unique character, as the only work of its kind.

THE REBELLION RECORD has now become so firmly established

as the standard authority of the war, that individuals in all departments

of the Army, Navy, and Government, are constantly referring to it, for

narratives of important events, and official reports Unpublished elsewhere.

Tills work is a compendium of information, made up of special correspondence,

ofTicial rejiorts, and gleanings from the newspapers of hoth sections of the United

States and of Europe. Of these latter, over five hundred are used in its pret)ara>-

lion.



VAN NOSTRAND'S

ECLECTIC ENGINEERING MAGAZINE.
Large 8vo, Monthly.

Terms, $5.00 pee Annum, in Advance.

sinieLE COPIES, so cents.

First Number -was issued January 1, 18S9.

V^AN NOSTRAND'S MAGAZINE consists of Articles, Original

and Selected, as also Matter condensed from all the Engineering

Serial Publications of Europe and America.

SEVENTEEN VOLUMES NOW COMPLETE.

Notice to New Subscribers. P(jrsoiis commencing their sub-

scriptions with the Eighteenth Volume (Jan., 1878), and who are

desirous of possessing the work from its commencement, will be

supplied with Volumes L to XVII., inclusive, neatly bound in cloth,

for $45. Half morocco, $70.50. Sent free by mail or express on

receipt of price.

Notice to Clubs.—An extra copy will be supplied, gratis, to

«very Club of five subscribers, at $5.00 each, sent in one remit-

iance.

This magazine is made up of copious of reprints from the leading scien-

tific periodicals of Europe, together with original articles. It is extremely

well edited, and cannot fail to prove a valuable adjunct in promoting the

engineering skill of this country.

—

New Yorh World.

No person interested in any of the various branches of the engineering

profession can afford to be without this magazine.

—

Tdegrwpher.

The most useful engineering periodical extant, at least for American

readers.

—

Chemical News.

\s an abstract and condensation of current engineering literature this

magazine will be of great value, and as it is the first enterprise of the

kind in this country, it ought to have the cordial support of the engineer

ing profession, and all interested in mechanical or scientific progress.—

Iron Age.

It is, in truth, as the publisher asserts, "a novelty in engineering liter-

ature," filling a place, and answering a legitimate demand, hitherto un-

supplied. Its object is, in brief, to present not specimens but abstracts—

the net results—of all current fact and opinion in engineering literature.














